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" 'Fl1e prettiest spot I ltat•P Set'1' in Florida," says President _.\rthur, "hile JJding
over it in April, 1883.

oe

"A.r ltealtl1y a spot as enr1 Jo,md 01, tlu fi1a o/ tlie ,r!obe," s:iys that we ll-kn own
physician, Dr. Henry Foster of Clifton . pring~, N. Y.
IXTER PARK is n town in Orange County, Fla., 120 miles south or Jacksonville,
on the South Florida Railroad, 18 miles south of Sanford, 4 mile nort li or Orla ndo,
40 miles west of Cape Canaveral on the Atlantic co:ist, and 8o from the Gulf, occupying a
superb and commanding position upon the high plateau, or watershed, thal cons llt utes the
backbone of Florida. Latitude 28½".
The town was startc:d in 1881, and has become the trading-centre and !ihipping-point
for fruit-growers and residents for miles around.
This beautiful region hai. been known for only about ten years: the 1ndians had po ses•
&ion until 186o; and since Lhen, until 1880, its distance from tr.insp:irtat ion facilitie
prevented Florida tourists from seeing the most beautiful part of the State .
The advent of the railroad in t83o opened the region to travel; and now hundreds o{
first-clas families, representing nearly every State in the Union, live hereabo uts ummer
and winter, cultivating the orange and other tropical fruits.
The thousands of acres of beautiful high-rolling land, covered with magnificent South~rn pines, and dotted here and there with crystal l.:tkes, are being rapidly cut up into 5
and 10 acre farms, and occupied by new families; and a splendid and pcrmant:nt community is being rapidly built up.
The main idea of the projector· of "'inter P:irk w.is to have in the cen t re of this
thriving community a beautiful winter resort for people who wish to escape from the co ld
and blustering weather so fruitful of colds, coughs, diphtheria, con;;umption, etc. ; a collection of beautiful Yd las in the midst of orange groves, upon acre-lots running to the shores
of crystal lake : a dozen or more of large, first-class hotels along the ten miles of lake
frontage; a resort for the winter, what Saratoga, Long Ilranch, etc , arc for 1he ·•11nmer.
The location of \Vinter Park is perfect for such a scheme. lts 6 square mi les, embracmg over ~.ooo acres, is beautiful high-rolling land, covered 'l>ith tall and maje,,uc pine·
(·u enough apart to permit 1eams to be drin:n anywhere at will; a beauti£u l natural groYe,
and not a forest; deven beautiful lake,; scat1ered over the tract (see folded map at end)
give over ten miles of as beautiful lake frontage as can be found in the wor ld. The who"·
State of Florida is challenged to produce a prettier or healthier spot. Look eve~her, .
b1,1 be sme anJ sec \Vintcr Park before locating.
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The magnificent Hotel Seminole, of 200 rooms, from which 11 lakes can be seen ; Rollin
College, with its 4 fine buildings and I I professors; it,; elegant residences; its flouri, hing
orange groves, etc.,- all unite to make \Viuter Par!, the most desirable town in the
State.
It is e:isy to sny nice things about any place. Come and su \\'inter P:irk, and ),'OU will
not be disappointed. Thousands h:ivc been here, and we do not believe that 01u can be
found who will not say that it looks far better on the ground than it does on paper.

In February, 1881, 1\lr. Loring A. Chase came to Orange County from Chicago, suffer•
ing terribly with catarrh and bronchitis. Severe catarrhal headaches, lasting for se\'eral
days and nights in succession, with no sleep, and a savage bronchial cough, rendered
life a burden. A residence of a few months in the pine woods :i few miles west of where
\Vinter Park now stands, completely cured liim, His headaches and cough leit him, and
he was quite naturally filled with enthusiasm over the climate.
In his w:.mderings over the county he one day came upon this beautiful region, then
~n almost unbroken forest of pines, standing as sentinels over the lovely lakes.
A thousand acres of beautiful high-rolling land, covered with these magnificent pines,
and bordering for over two miles the sparkling lakes, lay tretched out before him, belong•
.ing chiefly to men who had become owners under the United States Homestead Law, ,ind
with no improvements save a few rude shanties.
Thinking that he saw here a splendid site for a beautiful town of winter homes for
1housands in the North suffering with the same troubles that drove him to Fiorida, be again
'Yisite<l the spot, in company with !\Ir. Oliver E. Chapman of Canton, Mass.; and, that •
-gentleman being equally delighted, they at once entered into negotiations with the se,•eral
owners; and on the. first day of July, 1881, they received the fir,,t deed, and proceeded at
once to survey and plot a town, to which they gave the name of "Tinter Park.
During the next four years Chapman and Chase exten!>iYely advertised the new town,
opened up the streets, planted orange-trees, built a store, town-hall, cottages, etc.
Its fame as one of the most beautiful and liealtliy spot in all Florida soon spread far and
wide, and thousands visited the place, and many beautiful winter cottages were built. The
proprietors were emphatic in their restrictions as to the style of buildings that should go
up on the lots they sold; and the result is, that \Vinter Park has a collection of as pretty
cottages and public buildings as can be found in the entire State.
The ~outh Florida Railroad, started by R. ~[. Pulsifer & Co. of" The Boston Herald,"
and running through the centre of ,vinter Park, was soon completed through to Tampa.
In February, 1885 1 a charter incorporating the \Vinter Park Company was obtained
from the Ilorida Legislature, with a capital stock of $300,000, to which :',lessrs. Chapman and Cha.~e deeded all the property.
F. n. Knowles, E,,q., of \\'orcester, who had early become deeply intere. ted in the place,
became one of the largest snareholders; and he is now president of the Company, with
Col. Fr:inklin Fairbanks of St. Johnsbury as vice-president.
During the summer of 1885 the elegant Seminole was built, and, under the management
of Messrs. Forbes and Paige, achieved during its first season the highest success, man)'
,,,·ing turned away for want of accommodations.
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The Congregationalists decided to locate R ollins Co llege here; a nd Knowles Hall was
b uilt in 1885: and the fir.it term bega n in Oc tober of that year.
The above is but th e briefest outline of the his.Lory of a place that s.ix years ago was
b ut a " wilderness of pjnes," a nd to-day stands in the front r::rnk of Fl orida winter resorts.
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o f "'inter Park has for its ce ntral idea a beau tiful park or about 10 acres, to be plan ted
with trnpical fruits and Rowers of every name and kind, through the centre of whi ch

lengthwise runs the railroad.
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The four chief lakes of \Vinter Park, on north, south, east, .lnd we:,t, are connected by
the broad avenues" Boulevard" and "Interlaken," each over a mile long, which, when
completed and lined with orange-trees, will make magnificent drives from lake to lake.
Lots are all within three-quarters of a mile of depot, divided as follows: Cottage Lots, 50 feet front by 150 deep, with fine lake views.
Garden Lots, mostly west of railroad, contain one-half acre each.
Busi11ess Lots front the park on both sides, and arc 25 x 150 feet.
Negro Lots are west of railroad 111 Hannibal Square, and are 50 feet front.
Lake:front Lots for be:mty of location c:mnot be excelled, if equalled, in all Florida
They front on broad avenues (40 feet above the water-line) that skirt the winding shores,
and have gradual ancl perfect slopes to the water's edge, where the shores are firm and
solid, without marsh or waste. They are very large, averaging about 6oo feet from street to
lake, containing as much land as 6 ordinary town-lots; nearly all have beautiful groves of
large pines, with a carpet of grass growing to the water's edge. Handsome cottages are
being built upon them, and the lake-views are superb. The lake-fronts of Winter Park
call forth enthusiastic words of praise from every visitor, and to see them is to want one.
Many lots have beeR sold and improved, but some of the choicest are still for sale.
Send for a lot-map and price-list, and before selecting your lot for a winter home in
Florida be sure and see our beautiful lake-fronts.

There are two Florid as, - the Highlands and the Lowlands; the one well drained, dry,
and healthy, the other damp, malarious, and unhealthy.
The Lowlands, as a rule, are found along the banks of the rivers; and, unul recencly,
they have been the only Florida seen by the tourist. But since the advent of the railroads.
a tuw Florid.1 has been opened up, and it is fittingly named "The H ighl:mds."

Until within a short time the regulation trip of the visitor to Florida has been to Jacksonville and St. Augustine; then a trip up the St. John's, the banks of which, for the
most part, are low and marshy, relieved here and there by a few high and beautiful spots;
never once leaving the river, and returnmg North without seeing the high and beautiful
ridge of land in the interior, that forms a Divide, or watershed, of the State, upon the crest
of which ',\'inter Park is located.
Having thus seen only the low, marshy banks of the St. John's, the average tourist has returned to his Northern home disgusted with Florida, and believing that all the
talk about its wonderful beauties and resources was one grand humbug. Since the completion of the t.r unk-line of railway from Sanford across the State to Tampa, 125 miles, the
tourist has been able to lake in the beauties of the Highlands.
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Leaving Sanford in an elegant parlor-coach on the South Florida Railroad, you begin at
once lo climb (see profile of radroad) Lo the summit of the Divide; and when \Vinter Park,
17 miles out, is reached, you are 92 feet above the St. John's River. A ride of a few
miles upon the crest, and you begin to go dMvu hill.
You have not seeu Florida until you have seen the Highlands and their beaullful lakes.

of which there are 11 within 1 ½ miles of Winter-Park depot, no pen can do justice to, crystal gems in emerald set1ings; rivals in beauty of those of ,,·iscon~in ,md Minne<;0ta:

"B
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-varying in size from 100 to 500 acres each, with a combined length of o,·er 5 mtles, with
a width of from ¾ to 1 ¼ miles, and connected by swiftly runnmg 1,tre<1ms. !-i o green
scum is ever seen upon them; their waters are pure as crystal, and now imo the St. Joh11's
River, 15 miles distant, above which they are about 100 feet. The shores arc solid, and
rise gradually to a height or from 20 to 40 feet, affording magnificent ~1Les for vill:.s and
hotels: they have sand:r bottoms, :tnd are from 20 to 6o feet deep, and full of fish .
They are admirably adapted to rowing, sailing, and steamboating, and Lhe Hote, Semi•
nole has upon them three steam-yachts for the use of its gue,ts; and a company has been
chartered for the purpose of widening am) deepenrng the natural brooks ,hat conn eel Lhem,
and running a line of steam-yachts between Orlando and the St. J uhn's River, a d1,;1ance
of about 20 miles (see folded map at end of Lhis pamphlet).
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New and beautiful views are obtained as you drive along the high and winding banks,
beneath the overhanging branches of the tall and stately pines, or saunter leisurely through
the orange groves, pausing now and then to pluck the golden fruit.
Come and take the drive or walk, and you will exclaim, as hundreds have already done,
"This is the prettiest place 1 have seen in Florida! "

It must be remembered that this region is comj>arati'vely new; but there are now (1888)
white families who own lots and orange groves within a radius of two miles of WinterPark depot, of whom 31 came from :\Iassachusetts, 28 from lllinois, 20 from ew York,
17 from Georgia, and so on. These 203 families represent 29 States of the Union and 5
foreign counrrie~, 51 of them coming from the Southern States, 141 from the Northe~n.
and 11 from foreign countries. The heads of these 203~ families are classed politically as
follows: Prohibitionists, 8: Democrats, 57; Republicans, 133.
All classes and callings are represented: lawyers, judges, army and navy officers, civil
engineers. college professors, journalists, physicians, ministers, manufacturers, bishops,
merchants. bankers, capitalist , millionnaires, etc.
Among the property owners in and near Winter Park are R . 1\1. Pulsifer and George D.
Rand of Boston; Judge Eugene Cary, William Comstock, and C. H. Morse, of Chicago;
Professors Cook and Metcalf of the Illinoi~ State Normal University; Thomas Perrins of
Girard College, and Dr. W. V. Keating, of Philadelphi:1; Lewis H. Lawrence, Esq., of
Utica, ~.Y.; ~Irs. JuJge Palmer, and A. S. Apgar of Merchants' Bank, New-York
City; Col. Peckham and Dr. J. E. Brecht of St. Louis; John P. Morton, the wealthy
publisher, and ;\lrs. Dr. Bull of cough-sirup fame, of Louisville, Ky.; Hon. J. I. Hopwood, :\1.P., of England; Bishop Whipple and F. W. Lyman of :\linnesota; Hon. F. F.
Adams of Erie, Penn.; H. L. Hart of Detroit, l\lich.; Lieut. G. L. Dyer of the L'nited
States ~avy; Gen. J. D. Palmer of Richmond, Va.; Col. Franklin Fairbanks of St
Johnsbury, Vt : F. B. Knowles of Worcester, :\lass; Dr. J. R Tantum of Wilmington,
Del.: Dr. J.C. Merritt of Cleveland, O.; Judge Welborne of Xew Jersey; Gen. S. G.
French of Georgia; "Pan y," the noteJ authoress; and scores of other well-known people,
· whom want of space forbids enumerating.
Such men as Dr. Henry Foster of Clifton Springs, N. Y.; Simeon Farwell of J. V. Far.veil & Co., Chicago; Hamilton Disston and J. l\[. Wilcox oJ Phihdelphia; Gen. H. S.
Sanford, late '.\linister to Belgium: Col. Zell of cyclopredia fame; Col. H. B. Church of the
English Army; Charles Amory and E. B. Haskell of" Herald," Boston; H. L. Stebbins,
the rich publisher of Hartford; Count \V'assalief of Russia; Hon. J. G. Sinclair and Hon.
Frank Jones of New Hampshire; Col. Fred Grant and heirs of Thurlow Weed of New
York, -own places within a few miles of Winter Park.
Such men as the above make up a society that would be pronounced "good" by the
most critical in any part of the world .
203

The question is often asked, "C:m persons live in \Vinter Park all tlie year through, and
;\fast certainly they can. Ask Wilson Phelps, J. C Stovin,
Judge ~lizell, H. H. Berry, Col. Livingston, Dr. lra Geer, \ V. S. Lane, and others who
be comfortable and well~"
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have spent summer and win ler here for the past ten years: they will tell you that they have
been perfectly well all the time. and that the summers, instead of being so veri: hot, a.s
Northern people suppose they must of necessity be, are far more comfortable thnn they
are in the North. This seems strange, but is easily accounted for from the fact that
cool ocean breezes from the Atlantic and Gulf are constantly blowing across the narrow
peninsula over this broad, high plateau; then, there are delightful showers nearly every
day in summer, which cool the atmosphere.
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Judge Mizell has lived here s nm mer and winter since 1858. He has raised a family of
four children, and has never had a physician in the house, which speaks well for the health.fol.ness of this region.

The educational facilities.of"Winter Park are unsurpassed by any town in Florida.

Two

good pubhc schools, strpporteJ by the State, are in successful opecatioo,-one for whi1e
children, and the other for colored . In addition to these is Rollins College, with 3 departmen ts, - Preparatory, Academic, and Collegiate, - each em bracing a four-years' course.
Upon its beautiful elevated campus :ire 4 hancbome buildings (see cut). Over roo students
are in daily attendance, and 1he Faculty consists of

H

able professOis.

There are 3 church organizations in Wi11ter Park, and ample facilities are provided fo~
the accolllillodation of church-goers within 3 minutes' walk of the Seminole.
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The Congregationalists have a neat and commodious building, and Rev. E. P. Hooker,
D.D., president of Rollins College, is their pastor.
The Episcopalians also have a handsome church building, with Rev. Canon Street of
Chicago as rector. Bishop Whipple of Minnesota, who has a winter home near \Vinter
Park, often preaches in this church.
The Methodists have an organization, and hold regular services, and expect soon to have
a building. Charles J. Ladd is the active worker here in this denomination.
Cuts of above churches are to be fouud elsewhere in this pamphlet.

The founders of \Vinter Park ~el apart 3 elevated and commanding five-acre lake-front
lots for large, first-class hotels, one of which was given to secure the location of Rollins
College; one is still vacant, and hotel-men looking for a location m Florida are particularly
invited to come and look at it. Its location is superb, with the waters of Lake Osceola on
two sides of it, and commanding superb views of the chain of lakes.
Upon the third lot stands the magnificent" Seminole,'" of 200 rooms, successfully run by
Messrs. Forbes and Paige, - the former for many years at the "St. James" in Jacksonville, and the latter manager of the great" Kaaterskill" in the Catskill Mountains. The
house in all its appointments isjirst-class, and the location is superb. From the promenade on Lop, 11 beautiful lakes can be seen, all withm 1½ miles.

pays in Winter Park and vicinity. No better place can be found in the State for the business. Scores of flourishing groves in the vicinity show what can be-done. \Vithin 1 ½ mile~
of Winter-Park depot are over 40,000 flourishing orange trees, in grove form.
During the extraordinarily cold weather of 1886, when orange trees were killed in the
northern part of the State, here they were not damaged in the slightest.
The lnvestment is a first-class one, figured in the most conservative way.
Reliable men here make a business of planting and taking care of groves.
Gen. Sanford, who owns a grove of 10,000 trees near Winter Park, says, '' The Speer
grove of 4½ acres, adjoming my lands, has averaged $4,500 per crop for the past eleven
years; its yield one year was $7,200."
Harriet Bc::echer Stowe says, " After many years of experience, I have no hesitation in
saying that the orange crop is the most steady and certain of all fruit. As many as 10,000
oranges have been raised in one year from a single tree. Fruit may be _expected from the
seed in six years.

€1 ill_)0:f iz.
'' Tlte air ,tt"mb!y and sweetly recommends ltsc(f unto our gentle senses."

The climate of Florida is generalty conceded to be the most equable in the country, never
being subject either to extremes of heat in summer, or cold in winter. -«The nearness of that great ocean river, the Gulf Stream, causes the trade-winds of the
Atlantic to sweep over the land from east to west every day, the returning c<J>ol winds from
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the Gulf gently blowing across the State by night. The daily constant breezes purify and
vivify the atmosphere, and preserve it from stagnation or sultriness.
" The American Cyclop.:edia" says, " The climate of Florida is one of the finest in the
world. The thermometer seldom rises above 90, and rarely falls below 30."
In" The London Times," Surgeon-Gen. Star says, "After thorough study of climate in
different parts of the world, and a stay of more than two months in Florida, I am prepared
to stake my reputation upon the statement, that, in the iuterioref this State, on the high,
dry pine land, is to be found as pure, balmy, invigorating atmosphere as on any other
part of the globe."
The peninsula is exempt from those dreaded winds called Northers; and according to the
Signal-Service reports of the 401 storms which traversed the country east of the Rocky
!\fountains between 1872 and 1875, only 19 touched any portion of Florida.
The clima te of Winter Park is as near perfect as any thing earthly. can be.

H
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Rain averages about 60 inches per year, most of which falls in the summer. In winter
it seldom rains. A record kept in Orlando, 4 miles south of Winter Park, in :r881, shows
193 clear days, 23 cloudy, 52 partly cloudy, rz. showery, and 25 rainy. The largest quantity
fell in August and September.
The atmosphere is not damp, as is generally supposed. Signal-Service reports show that
the average humidity for five years at three stations in Minnesota (noted for its dryness)
was 70.4, and for three stations in Florida, 72.
Summers 11ot as hot as is generally supposed, but made delightful by the cool sea-breezes
constantly blowing. Thermometer seldom above 90. Showers almost every day.
Winters resemble the Indian summers of the North, - but little rain, nights delicious
for sleep, atmosphere dry and elastic; vegetables fresh from the garden, and oranges from
the trees, every day; forest trees clothed m living green, and flowers in full bloom.
Temperature at Orlando (4 miles south) 1ll June, July, and August, 1881, averaged, at

iO
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sunrise, 75°; at noon, 88"; at sunset, 79°. In January, February, and December, 1881,
at sunrise, 57°; at noon, 70°; at sunset, 65°. The highest was 96", at noon, July 8; and
the lowest, 38°, at sunrise, Dec. 31.

"And the jale health-seeker findeth there
Fhe wine of life in its pleasant air."
Winter Park is a healthy place beyond any question: high-rolling pine lands; no
malaria; far from swamps; on the crest of a water-shed from which streams flow in aU
directions, insuring perfect drainage; delicious sea-breezes constantly blowing from the
Atlantic forty miles eastward, or from the Gulf eighty miles westward; purest of spring
water; deep, clear lakes, connected by swiftly running streams with the St. John's River
fifteen miles distant; a dry soil; an atmosphere as dry and pure as that of Minnesota
Sunstrokes and hydrophobia never known.
Malaria is unknown upon the high-rolling pine lands of \Vinter Park, and we challenge
anybody to produce a case originating here. This 1s due to the absence of swamps and
low lands, and to the sea-breezes constantly blowing from ocean to Gulf.
Harriet Beecher Stowe, who spends her winters in Florida, says, '' The situation of
Florida, surrounded by the sea, and the free sweep of winds across it, temper the air, and
blow away malarious gases. There may be malaria along the St. John'» 111 summer, as
there is along the Connecticut in the North; but in winter there is no malaria in Florida."
The death-rate of Florida is less than any other State in the Union. United States
Surgeon-Gen. Hammond in his report gives, for l\lassachusetts, 1 in 254; in New York, I
in 473; in Minnesota, 1 in 755; and in Florida, 1 in 1,447.
Asthma finds a certain relief here. Ask H. S. Kedney, who had suffered from boyhood,
and who, after seeking relief in all parts of the world, came here, and was cured.
Hay-fe,•er is cured here. Ask Dr. E. Martin, who was terribly afflicted when he came,
and was cured in a short time.
Children are remarkably healthy here. Diphtheria and croup are unknown.
Catarrh finds here a sure and speedy relief. Ask L. A. Chase of Winter Park, who
came here from Chicago in r88r with one of the worst possible cases.
Bronchitis is cured by a residence here. \\Tilson Phelps, who has a beautiful-bearing
orange grove on the east bank of Lake Osceola, says, " ,vhen I came here I was nearly
dead with bronchitis of thirty years' standing, and am now entirely cured."
Dr. J. H. Randolph says, •• A long experience here has satisfied me that this climate is
almost a specific in rheumatism; and, of the many old and often almost hopeless cases
brought from the North, a large majority are permanently cured."
Dr. Lendt says, "The earlier stages of Bright's disease may be more successfully treated
in Florida than in the North.
Consumption is greatly relieved in all cases by living here, and breathing in the soft,
balmy air of the ocean, laden with the balsamic odors of the pines. Scores of people are
living in and near Winter Park whose cures are but little short of miracles: among them
John R. Ergood from Washington, D.C , now postmaster at Winter Park, who had hemorrhages every day, and was given up by his physicians. The effect of the climate upon
persons with lung and throat troubles is wondeeful.
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Dr. C. C. Haskell says, " I had pulmonary hemorrhages when I came here from M1usachusetts, and have been completely cured; and the climate did it."
Harriet Beecher Stowe says, "Our neighbor, Mr. N., came to Florida a doomed
consumptive, recovered his health, and has acquired a handsome property."
Joseph Logan, 1\1.D., says," No cold climate can be favorable for prevention and cure
of lung diseases. It is absolutely essential to the consumptive that he should spend the
greater part of his time in the open air."
Pure water is one of the great health essentials, and we clzallenge tlu world to produce
any better than is found in \Vinter Park. It is as pure as that from mountain springs.
Dr. A. B. Spruell says, in" Kansas City Times,"" For pulmonary, bronchial, laryngeal,

/ttc.
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catarrhal, and neuralgic affections, and aches incident to advanced age and delicate constitutions, this mild, soft climate cannot be otherwise than salutary."
The strongest possible proof of the healthfulness of Winter Park is found in the fact
that during the summer of 1885, when the writer of this had charge of 200 men in building the Hotel Seminole, not a single case o.f sickness occurred.

Dr. Henry Foster of Clifton Springs, N.Y., says of the Winter Park 1:egion, "The
healthiest spot on the face of the globe."
Dr. J. R. Tantum, a prominent homceopathist from Wilmington, Del., says, "Dr. Henry
Foster of Clifton Springs, N.Y., having recommended your region as the healthiest in the
South, I visited it, and am free to say that for beauty and healthfulness Winter Park

12
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cannot be exceUed in any part of Florida, or, indeed, the United States. It may with
truth be called the Italy of America, situated as it is on those beautiful, pure spring-water
lakes. The balsamic odors created by the majestic pine forests by which your town is surrounded, make it a most desirable place for the invalid. I shall hereafter spend my winters
in Winter Park; and if everybody in the North /mew what I know, you would not have
land enough for people to stand upon."
Dr. Ira Geer, an able allopathist from Chicago, bas lived here summer and winter for 13
years, and is an enthusiast over the climate for health.
Dr. 1\1. A. Henkell from Virginia, a skilful physician of the old school, has a beautiful
home in Winter Park, on the banks of Lake Killarney.
Dr. I. K. Bascom of Lynn, Mass., wntes to" The Lynn Bee,"" Winter Park is becoming widely known as a health resort, and thousands of Northerners flock to the town
during the winter months. The location is high and dry, abounding in pines, the aroma
of which adds much to the healLh-giving properties of the district."
Dr. 0. H. Smith, a prominent physician of New-York City, writes from" Albany
Flats" as follows: "I visited Winter Park two years ago, and found a delightful country.
The ground is high, perhaps 50 feet above the pure lakes, and I am satisfied the entire
locality is free from malaria. The cottages built and occupied, show that families of
means and taste are congregating there to make it their winter home. There appears to be
a ridge of land about midway between the Atlantic and Gulf, and \Vinter Park is on this
higher ground. And certainly this must be a chosen spot for persons with bronchial and
catarrhal affections, and especially with those who have a tendency to tubercles. It is
decidedly a high pine country, with a mild climate, and well suited to all pulmonic cases,
and to those suffering with chronic disease of mucous membrane. It is equally well
adapted to the great majority of kidney troubles, and to most forms of chronic, neuralgic,
and rheumatic affections. All of these are greatly benefited, and many of them entirely
cured, by the climate alone. I have spent two winters in Florida, for a catarrhal trouble,
and I speak from personal experience. I have spent one winter on the Sandwich Islands
and in Southern California, and another winter in the south of France and Italy, and the
months of January and February in Egypt; and I think the climate of some portions of
Florida is as good for the invalid and health-seeker as any I have visited abroad. All
conscientious physicians send their patients with throat and lung troubles to the highest
and dryest pine lands, rather than to the sea-coast. I am sure hundreds of men and
women in advanced age would prolong their years by spending two months or more each
winter in Florida, where the much-dreaded pneumonia of the North is unknown."

The rnth of April, 1883, will ever be a "red-letter day" in the calendar of Winter Park,
for then it was that the little city by the lakes was honored by a visit from the chief
magistrate of this great nation, Chester A. Arthur, accompanied by William E. Chandler,
Secretary of the Navy, and other d1Stinguished people.
Though the place was then in its infancy, its fame as one of the most beautiful and
charming spots in the entire South had spread far and wide; and the pleasure-seeking
President, in his hasty tour through Florida, had doubtless a natural desire to see the place
of which he had heard so much. This, coupled with the fact that one of Winter Park's
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foremost citizens, the Hon. Lewis Lawrence of Utica, N.Y., was his warm personal friend,
induced him to include Winter Park in his small list of calls in the State.
A committee of citizens met the distinguished party at the train, about a mile north of the
Winter-Park depot, and, taking them into carriages, drove slowly southward through the
b&autiful orange groves, and under the majestic pines, along the winding banks of the beautiful lakes, to the centre of the town, where, from the great throng of men, women, and
children, he received a royal welcome.
To the writer, who had the honor of a seat beside the President in this drive, his Excellency remarked, as some of the beautiful lake views met his vision, " This is the prettiest
spot I have seen in Florida, and I would lih to rest under one oI these grand old pines for
a week." He was promptly told that he could have hi~ choice of trees.

JOHN R
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A graceful acknowledgment of the cheers of the people, a kindly salute to the school-

children, who strewed the road with beautiful Aowcrs, a word of thanks to the ladies for
cooling drinks of lemonade, a brief visit to the Town Hall, that had been handsomely
decorated with flags, bunting, and flowers for the occasion, and the good President boarded
his train_, and left Winter Park amid rousing cheers.

Thousands of prominent people from all parts of the world have visited Winter Park and
its elegant hotel Seminole. They can be found in every State and Territory in the Union,
and in many foreign countries; and we refer to every one of them for a verification of the
facts set forth in this liltle book. We are confident that not one can be found who will not
say with President Arthur," the prettiest spot I saw in Florida;" and with Dr. Foster,
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"the healthiest spot on the face of the globe ; " and with Senator Chace of Rhode Island,
"The Seminole is not surpassed by any hotel in the South."
As it is impossible in this limited space to include a complete list, we have selected a few
names, and classified them by States elsewhere. Among them please note the
Artist. - George W. Seavy of Boston.
Authors. - Mrs. Mary J . Holmes, and "Pansy,'' who has a cottage at Winter Park.
Bankers. -D. G. Ambler, Jacksonville; Edward Tyler, cashier Suffolk Bank, Boston:
F. G. ,vebster of Kidder, Peabody, & Co.'s Banking-House, Boston; N. Higginbotham,
president First National Bank, Oneida, N.Y.; A. S. Apgar, cashier Merchants' National
Bank, and George ,v. Smith of Drexel, Morgan, & Co., New-York City; H.F. Barrows ,
president National Bank of North Attleborough, Mass.; T. Harrison Garrett of Baltimore.
Divines. - Bishop Henry Whipple of l\Iinnesota and Bishop Young of Florida.
Exjressman. -Charles H. Fargo of Chicago.
Educators.~ Hon. B. G. Northrup of Connecticut; Hon. A. J. Russell of Florida:
Professor J. B. Clark of Smith College, Massachusetts; Professor Langdon of Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore; Thomas Perrins of Girard College, Philadelphia; and Professor
J. W. Cook of State Normal University, Illinois.
Foreigners. -The Duke of Sutherland and Hon. Samuel Plimsoll of England.
Hotcl-,1fen. -0. D. Seavy of the Ponce de Leon, Florida; Warren F. Leland, Chicago;
F. G. Staples of Old Orchard, Me.; Nicholas Ball of Block Island.
Journalists. -1\Irs. Frank Leslie of New York; R. l\I. Pulsifer and E. B. Haskell of
Boston; Col McClure of Philadelphia; O. F. Presbrey of" Public Opinion," Washington .
Judg-es. -Nye of California, Welborne of Florida, Green of Illinois, Cary of Chicago,
\Vallace of Massachusetts, Bingham of New Hampshire.
Jl1erclia11ts . -Col. Peckham of St. Louis; S. R. Adams of New-York City; John P
,.-,Lorton of Louisville, Ky.; A Macullar of Illacullar & Parker; Otis Norcross and Abram
French & Co., Boston; Simeon Farwell and E. Nelson Blake of Chicago.
Manu./tlcturers.-Col. Franklin Fairbanks of the great Scale Works, St. Johnsbury,
Vt.; John l\Iagee of Magee Furnace Works, Chelsea, l\lass.; A. S. Kirk and D. B. Ship·
man, Chicago; H. L. Hart of D·etroit; C.T.Sampson of North Adams, Mass.; Jas. Phillips
of Fitchburg, l\Iass.; F. B . Knowles of Worcester, Mass.; Col. A.W. Pope of bicycle fame,
Boston; J.C. Hoagland of Royal Baking Powder fame; Hamilton Disston, the great saw
manufacturer; S. V . Harkness of the Standard Oil Company; W. P. Long of J . D.
Cutter & Co., New York; G. G. Green, Woodbury, N.J.
Military ilfen. -Major-Gen. Marcy of New Jersey; Gen. George ,v. Cass of New York;
Gens. French and Anderson of Georgia; Col. D. C. Smith of Illinois; Col. Babbit of
Connecticut; Gen. Halliday of Pennsylvania.
Medical Mm. - Dr. Henry Foster of Clifton Springs, N. Y.; Dr. J. R. Tantum of Wilmington, Del.; Dr. J. P. Logan of Atlanta, Ga:; Dr. W. H. Williams of Denver, Col. ,
Dr. J. W. Gamwell of Torrington, Conn.; Dr. E. D. Bishop of Iowa; Dr. J. H. McIntire of St. Louis, Mo.; Dr. L. F. Babb of Eastport, Me.; Dr. J. C. Hale of Broc-kline,
Mass.; Dr. A. Littlefield of Boston; Dr. J. L. Robinson of Manchester, N.H.; Dr. L. W.
Kingsley of Elizabeth, N.J.; Dr. J. C. Merritt of Cleveland, O.; Dr. J. H. Burns of
Toronto, Can.; Dr. C. R. Agnew, Dr. 0. H. Smith, of New-York City; Dr. W. V. •
Keating, Philadelphia; and over 100 others.
Naval Man. -Lieut. George L. Dyer of the Hydrographic Office, Washington, D.C.

Winter Park, Florida.,
Railroad Men. -Hon. H.B. Plant of New York; Gen. H. S. Haines of Savannah,
Ga.; George \Vestinghouse of Air-Brake fame; Gen. J. B. Palmer of Richmond, Va.;
Gen. G. W Bently and J. E. Ingraham of Florida.
Statesmm.-Hon. Edwards Pierrepont of New York; Hon. William E. Chandler of
New Hampshire; Hon. Wayne McVeagh of Pennsylvania; Gov. James E. English
of Connecticut; Hon. I. N. Camden of West Virginia; Hon. Jonathan Chace of Rhode
Island; Hon. S. Corning Judd, postmaster of Chicago.

Its four buildings, beautifully situated upon the shore of Lake Virginia, overlook the
town. Excellent opportunities for boating upon three connecting lakes. Dr. Henry Foster
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of Clifton Springs, N.Y., says," No locality is more healthful or more beautiful for situ•
ation." After extended travel in this country and in foreign lands, he pronounces a small
section of which Winter Park is the centre, as, in hls opinion, the most healthful locality
on the globe. Young ladies and gentlemen who cannot endure the Northern winters, and
yet have health sufficient to pursue their studies under favorable circumstances, will find
here an institution of the best grade, and in a delightful climate, where they may hope to
pass safely their most critical years, and go forth with health confirmed to strong and
useful lives. The cottages for young ladies and gentlemen, and the common dining-ball,
furnish a cheerful and cultivated Christian home. The institution was founded as a Christian college. It is thoroughly Christian, but not sectarian. Its charter says, "Its object,
which shall never be changed, shall be the Christian education of youth; and to this end it
proposes to provide for its students the best educational facilities possible, and throw about
them those Christian influences which will be adapted to restrain them from evil,, aoq
{)re{'are them for a virtuous, happ:y, and useful li(e,"

Wintsr Park, Florida,
FACULTY.
REY, E. P. HOOKER, D.D.

President.
Professor of llfatlumatics.
Prof. of Latill, and Prin. of Preparatory Department.
Miss ANNlE W. MORTON
Precej,tress, and Teaclier of History.
Miss L. M. ABBOTT • Teacher of Frenclz, and Ass't. Teacher in Grammar School.
J. H. FORD, A.M. .
. Professor of Greek and English Literature.
N. ROBINSON, A.M.
Professor of Natural Scz'ence.
Miss EvA J. RooT .
Principal of Grammar Sc/tool.
MRS, ls.UIELLA DIFFENDERFER
Teaclur of Elocution.
Miss MADGE E. GARRITI
Teaclzer of Music.
Miss ALICE E. Gu1Lo •
. Teacher of Art.
N. BARROWS, A.l\I., M.D.
REv. L.A. AusnN, A.l\I.

There are three departments, the course of study in each occupying four years. 1, Pre•
paralory, with "classical" and "scientilic" courses. 2, Academic. 3, Collegiate, with
" classical " and " scientific" courses.
The preparatory department will receive pupils to all of its classes. The college will. be
open for students in both courses of the Freshman and Sophomore years. The academic
course is provided for students who cannot take a full collegiate course. All students in ·
its regular courses will be expected to take each study in its order, but students not able
to take a full course will in most cases find cla~ses suited to their needs. Below the preparatory department there is a grammar school, which receives children who have pursued
the studies of primary and intermediate grades, and fits them for the preparatory.
Much attention is given to the writing of compositions, the learning of choice selections,
and the manners and morals of the pupils.
In. !!locution students receive thorough training under a professional elocutionist.
CALENDAR L887-88.
Fall term of 12 weeks begins Oct. 4, 1887; ends Dec. 23, 1887.
,v-inter term of 12 weeks begins Jan. 3, r888; ends March 23, 1888.
Spring term of 9 weeks begins April 3, 1888; ends l\fay 31, 1888.
The management is vested in a Board of twenty-one trustees, many of whom are known
throughout our own and foreign lands as Christian gentlemen of the highest culture.
TRUSTEES .

F. B. Knowles, Worcester, Mass.
H. Foster, M.D., Clifton Springs, N.Y.
William C. Comstock, Chicago.
De:.icon F. B. Smith, Jacksonville, Fla.

Rev. S. F. Gale, Jacksonville, Fla.
Rev. P. B. Fisk, Altamonte, Fla.
Rev. C. M. Bingham, Daytona, Fla.
F. W. Lyman, Minneapolis, Minn.
Rev. B. T. Stafford, Norwalk, Fla.
Rev. J. A. Tomlinson, Longwood, Fla.
Rev. S. D. Smith, Orlando, Fla.

Franklin Fairbanks, St. Johnsbury, Vt.
Rev. E. P. HookeI, D.D.,. Winter Park.
A. W. Rollins, Chicago.
Rev. M. C. Welch, Pomona, Fla.
N. Barrows , M.D., "'inter Park .
Rev. G. L. Walker, D.D., Hartford, Conn.
Rev. J.B. Clark, D.D., New York.
Rev. G. R. Alden, Winter Park.
Rev. H. D. Kitchell, D.D., E. Liverpool, 0 . •
Hon. A. J. Russell, Jacksonville, Fla.
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Expenses for a term of 12 weeks (g weeks term proportionally less) are as follows:
tuition in collegiate department, $18.00; in preparatory, $12.00; in grammar school, $9.00;
music with use of piano (extra), $15.00; board, $48.00; furnished room with light, $12.00.
Washing done in the college laundry at a little above co;;t. No students will be permitted
to room or board out of the institution, except under wholesome family influences.
The home-life of the college will be after what is known as the " cottage plan." Separate
cottages are erected for the young ladies and the young gentlemen. The rooms are arranged in suites of two, so that two students can occupy one as a study and the other as a
sleeping-room, with two single beds. The rooms are furnished, except that the students
provide their own linen. Each cottage is under the care of a matron.
Extracts from the report of President Hooker to the Trustees in May, 1887: " Since our last meeting a commodious dining-hall has been erected by our valued
friend F. B. Knowles, Esq., and the young ladies and gentlemen occupy the hall in common. If I were speaking as an unbeliever, I should say that the wonderful transformation
of this hill from an unbroken waste, and the crowning of the slopes with these comely
buildings, as in a night, has been by magic. But no: it is all by God's hand. This campus
has been foreordained and kept of God for this grand enterprise, and his servants have
been gathered here from far and near to lay foundations of his kingdom for the regions
round about . . . . There have been 164 different pupils in all departments. The present
attendance is 108. There is now a spirit of scholarly application and orderly deportment
that would do credit to any school. . . . As president of the Faculty, I have had occasion
to teach mental science two terms. This term I have a class of four in logic. I am gratified that I can say that this class is doing far more thorough and satisfactory work than
my own class did in college. . . . Recently a supply of dumb-bells, Indian clubs, rings,
and wands has been procured. The collegiate and preparatory departments have been
organized into a class for daily drill under the instruction of Professor Merrick, who J1ad
the advantages of the gymnasium of Amherst College. . . . I am happy to announce that
F. B. Knowles, Esq., said to us at the outset, that, if we would go forward in this good
work, he would build a gymnasium. The assurance has inspired enthusiasm, and success
is no longer doubtful."
"The Boston Herald" of Sept. 27, 1885, in a leading editorial, said," New England has
taken Florida captive as a pleasure and health resort; and the question which Rev. Dr.
E. P Hooker of ,vinter Park, in that State, asked himself, when, eighteen months ago, he
went from Massachusetts to Florida to recover his health, and began to find it returning to
him, was, \Vhy cannot a New-England college be planted in the heart of the State, and
do honest work, like that done at home, for the children of the Southern people? No such
institution exists farther south than Baltimore, though numerous colleges, such as they are,
can be found in different parts of the South. Dr. Hooker bestirred himself; and the result
is, that Rollins College, Winter Park, Fla., was incorporated last April, and has in funds,
in lands, in pledges, over $u4,ooo already subscribed as the beginning of the institution.
The Florida people seem to have risen to the situation; and one Northern man had so
much faith in the movement, that he has given $50,000, which was half his fortune, in order
to make the college a success. The sum of $10,000 has already been contributed for the
erection of a building for recitations. Dr. Hooker has the confidence of business-men, and
has a high record in his profession. Dr. Hamilton, secretary of the American College and
Education. Society, says of the institution, ' It stands alone as meeting great and special
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nee-Os. I am constrained to commend it as, just now, among the very first of all American
colleges to deserve the prompt and generous aid of the Christian public.' Those who know
the importance of giving the Southern youth a New-England education are even more
emphatic in commending Dr. Hooker's mission. The planting of this college in . Florida
means the development of N orthem thought in Southern minds and hearts, and Dr. Hooker
ought at once to obtain what he needs to give it a start without difficulty. The institution
will furnish education to both sexes, and will be non-sectarian, though not out of harmony
with evangelical ideas."
The four buildings now up are fine specimens of architecture. Knowles Hall is the gift
of F. E. Knowles of Worcester, Mass., who has given over $20,000 to the institution.
The elegant Seminole, near the college, is a convenient place for families of means to
live who wish to send their childn;n to Rollins College.
For full information, address the president of the college Faculty, Rev. E. P. H,oker,
D.D., Winter Park, Orange County, Fla.

SJ:lbe ®e:1:9il)0le.
This new and magnificent hotel of 200 rooms, in Winter Park, is superbly located upon
high land, between two beautiful lakes about a half-mile apart, the ground gently sloping
to the shores of both; and from the promenade on top, n lakes can be seen, sparkling
like crystal gems, among the majestic pine and fruitful orange trees.
The Seminole has been made as perfect and complete in every department as money
and skill could make it.
1t has a spacious and elegant office, ample parlors, dining-room 42 X IOO feet, the best
of kitchen appointments, large, airy sleeping rooms (single and en suite; many of them
with bath-rooms and open fireplaces), barber-shop, steam-laundry, billiard-hall, and a
piazza 567 feet long, and ranging in width from 16 to 24 feet, from which beautiful views
of lakes, pines, flowers, and orange groves are obtained.
It is heated by steam throughout, and has gas, elel'ator, electric bells, fire-alarm, and the
most approved fire protection and escapes on every floor, with hot, cold, and steam baths,
and a perfect system of sewerage.
It is furnished throughout in the very best manner, it being the aim of the proprietors
to have the Seminole obtain and retain. the reputation of being equal, if not superior, to
any hotel in Florida.
The table will be supplied with milk, poultry, eggs, vegetables, oranges, guavas, and
other fruits, from farms near by, and the best of meats from Northern markets.
Amusement has been provided for in tennis and croquet grounds, bowling-alleys, billiardhall, fishing-tackle, livery with good saddle and driving horses, an excellent orchestra to
charm the ear and lead the dance, the best of row and sail boats, and two steam-yachts
to run from lake to lake, to enable picnic and excursion parties to visit orange groves and
points of interest along the several miles of lake frontage embraced in Winter Park.
,1/a!ks and drives beneath the grand old pines and among the orange trees, moonlight
excursions on the lakes, fishing, rowing, sailing, dancing, etc., will furnish the pleasureseeker with all that he can desire.
Hunting-parties will find the Seminole ex~ellent headquarters, as plenty of g:une of all
kinds is found not far to the southward.
Rollins College, with its 4 handsome buildings and u profesiOrs, about five minutes'
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walk from the Seminole, gives the best of educational advantages for families with children
whom they wish kept in school.
The route to Havana, Cuba, runs through Winter Park, and it is quite the fashion for
parties of tourists spencling the winter at the Seminole to take short excursions lo that
place, leaving small children and heavy baggage.
The drinking-water is as pure and sweet as that from mountain springs, coming from a
never failing driven well, a careiul analysis by eminent chemists showing it to be as pure
as that from the noted Poland Springs in Maine.
The sewerage system is perfect, and not a particle of it is permitted to contaminate the
pure, fresh water of the lakes.
The water in the beautiful chain of lakes around the Seminole is constantly running,
through the connecting brooks, to the St. John's River, 20 miles distant; and so pure is it,
that you would not know, unless told, but what it came from some mountain spring.
J\Ialaria, so much dreaded by Northern tourists who do not know that there are two
Floridas, the Highlands and Lowlands, is absolutely and positively unknown upon the
high and broad plateau where stands the Seminole. Why? There are no swamps; the
plateau is a watershed, from which streams run in all directions; the air is from the ocean;
and the drinld11g-water, the great source of the dreaded malaria, is perfect.
Every thing that human ingenuity could devise has been provided to make this beautiful
house attractive and lwme-like for old and young.
Telegraph, telephone, po9t, express, and news offices are in the hotel.
Depot one-quarter mile distant, connected by a street-railway.
Here, upon this broad and beautiful plateau, the wea1y traveller, escaping from the cold
and bitter winds and storms of the frigid North, can find rest, comfort, and luxury.
Here the seeker for health can find it in the pure ocean air laden with the balsamic odors
of the pines, purest and sweetest of water, freedom from all malaria and dampness, and
can bask in the warm sunshine of a delightful Indian summer in the dead of winter.
Henry F. Barrows, Esq., president of North Attl,;:borough (l\Iass.) Bank, writes,
" Having found the Seminole one of the best hotels in Florida, I shall allow my name to
be added to your list of references with pleasure."
Dexter Hunter, Esq., of the large lumber-mills or Jacksonville, Fla., writes ,; You are
at liberty to add my name to the list of patrons of the Seminole. It certainly is one of the
best-managed hotels I know any thing about in the entire country. Beautifully situated,
comfortable and commodious in every respect, no tourist, while travelling through Florida,
can do better than to make the Seminole his home."
Hon. Daniel Holmes of Brockport, N.Y., writes," My wife" (Mrs. Mary J. Holmes,
the noted authoress) "and I were so well satisfied with the Seminole, that we cheerfully
sanction any commendation you may wish us to say about it. \Vhenever we visit Florida
you may be sure to find us'among your guests."
Hon. F. F. Adams, Mayor of Erie, Penn, writes,'' You can refer to me in just as strong
terms as you see proper. I regard your house and your management.first-class in every
particular. I hope to be with you again next winter."
Hon. H. B. Plant, president of the Plant Investment Company, which controls the great
transportation lines to Florida, New Orleans, and Cuba, writes, "I have very pleasant
recollections of my visit Lo the Seminole, and you have my free consent to add my name to
your list of patrons."
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Hon. . Coming Judd, postmaster of Chicago, writes, "It affords me pleasure to speak
a good word for that excellent hotel, the Seminole."
Hon. Jonathan Chace, United States Senator from Rhode Island, writes," \Ve have often
spoken of the home-like comforts we so much enjoyed at the Seminole last winter. It is
not surpassed by any hotel in the South. I take pleasure in commending it to any one
wishing to spend time in Florida. You may refer to us with pleasure.''
A correspondent of" The Jacksonville Times-Union" says," Too much cannot be said
in praise of the . eminole, the magnificent hotel at Winter Park, which takes its place as
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one of the most elegant resorts in America. The house is a model in architecture, furnished
with artistic taste, regardless of expense. The location of the hotel is a most beat•tiful one.
In the immediate vicinity a1e 11 lakes, with clean, high banks."
The "Sanford Argus" of Jan 3, 1886, said, "We participated in the opening of the
Seminole on ew-Year's Day, and it was a most successful affair. The house strikes the
beholder with surprise on first seeing it; but it wa when we reached the cupola that the enthu iasm broke out into' Ola's! ' 'How delightful! ' 'Isn't this superb!' 'The grandest
sight I ever saw in Florida! ' etc. On every hand were beautiful lakes stretching about us,
making the eminole seem as if situated on an island. It appeared as if we were encompassed by a silver zone, the glimpses to be obtained of the flashing waters through the pines
forming a perspective to a picture that, once seen, would never be forgotten."
The Seminole will open for guests January 1st, and be under the same management
which has placed it among the first in the country.
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For routes to the Seminole, see article, " Getting to Winter Park," in this pamphlet.
Letters addressed to Forbes er Paige, 1Vinter Park, Orange County, Fla., at any
time vf the year, will reach them, and diagram of rooms, terms, etc., will be sent.

is one of the most beautiful to be found upon the American Continent, and no visitor to
Winter Park should fail to see it.
Taking the elevator we are soon seated upon the extended promenade on the very top of
the house, above the stately pines that grow on every hand. The scene that greets the
eye is one of surpassing loveliness.
Looking southward we see the house-tops of Orlando, 4 miles distant; nearer, the
beautiful lakes Rowena, Sue, Beauty, Berry, and Virginia, and Rollins College.
Turning to the east we see Lakes Mizell and Sylvan; on the north are l\Iaitland and
Knowles, and on the west beautiful Lake Killarney. On every hand are the magnificent
groves of pines, growing often to the water's edge, making a fringe of green around the
lakes, sparkling in the sunlight.
Thousands of orange-trees are seen, with their rich green foliage, and their luscious fruit
glistening in the sun like balls of gold.
Lovely cottages nestling among these groves of pine and orange, the spires of the two
fine churches, the long train of cars at the depot unloading guests for the Seminole, and
the stylish street-car which is to bring them here, - all seen through the pines add to our
pieture. Beautiful indeed is the" view," and one not soon to be forgotten,

A correspondent of" The Chicago Tribune" writes to his paper from Sanford (17 miles
north of WiPter Park), July ro, " Letters from Florida in the winter are abundant:
suppose you try one from here in the summer. And it is not so bad, after all. [ thought
to find intense heat, and swarms of gnats, and mosquitoes, and malarial smells, and alligators, and snakes everywhere; but I am pleasantly disappointed. I have been here a
month, and have ridden everywhere, but have met with no snakes or alligators, and no
malarial smells. On the contrary, the country appears; to be wonderfully free from all such.
The soil is either pure sand or a rich, sandy loam, and where uncultivated is covered
with lofty native pine trees, whose delightful and healthful fragrance fills the atmosphere
I see no indication of sickness; everybody has a healthy appearance. As to the
weather, - if the last montp is a specimen, they don't know what hot weather 1s. The
average is 82, and has been that for 20 years during the hottest month; wh.ile cool seabreezes sweep across the land night and day, The lakes of this country are very beautiful,
and countless in number. They remind one continually of those in \\Tisconsin. The land,
instead of being on a level with the lake it embosoms, is generally from 30 to 50 feet
above it. The other day I took my seat in a beautiful car at Sanford for a ride iouth. We
came to one place, 17 miles from Sanford, which, with its depot, handsome hotel; and
generally villa-like appearance, reminded me at once of some of the villas north of
Chicago; and behold! it was called Winter Park."

Winter Park, Florida,
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LIEUT. DYER'S ORANGE GROVE -THE ANOHORAGE.

The above picture represents three views of Lieut. George L. Dyer's beautiful orange
grove at the north end of Winter Park. Lieut. Dyer occupies a prominent position in the
Hydrographic Office of the Navy Department in Washington, D.C.
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of Elmira, . Y., the well-known author of the popular series of text-books, "Thirteen
\Veeks in Chemistry," etc., spent the winter of 1886 al the Seminole in Vlinter Park, and
in a magazine article says, "There are, physically speaking,five Floridas, each unlike the
others in certain particulars. Florida is about 400 miles long, and in its northern part as
many broad, being the largest State east of the Mississippi River. Within this area of
nearly 6o,ooo square miles -almost equalling ::S-ew York, New Jersey, and Delaware combined - there is a great variety of soil, climate, and production. \\"hen one is a~ked,
• How do you like Florida?' the cautious answer would be prefaced by another query:
'Which Florida?• Yet the ordinary traveller visits Jacks;onville, remarks its bustle and
life, takes a trip up the St. John's River, stops over night at Sanford or Enterprise, returns
the same route, confident that he has 'done' the Peninsula State. True, this was the only
Florida that ofrere.d comfort, easy travel, and the modern conveniences lo the tourist of a
few years ago; but now railroads are fast opening up the entire country. The lake region
is a broad belt extending diagonally across the central part of the State. Here are hundreds of fresh-water lakes. In Orange County alone there are, a shown by the map, over
6oo of these lakes, big and little, varying in ·ize from a tiny pond up to a broad sheet of
deep water 12 miles across. These lakes are mostly fed by springs, and their margins are
generally dry ar.d hare;. \Vest of the St John's River the land rises 100 feet or more to a
broad plateau, and sometimes into quite re~pectable hills. The toi:rist, familiar only with
the Lowlands of Florida, will be astonished to learn that in the western part of Orange County
there ar~ hills 500 feet high. As I am writing these lines at Winter Park. on the very
backbone of the lake plateau, I can speak con amore with regard to this beautiful region.
Here is a dry. sandy ridge, lying between two of the!>e exquisite little l;kes-Osceola anu
Virginia. The former is the larger, and stretches for nearly a mile, picturesquely winding
between gently sloping banks 30 or 40 feet high. The water is 6o feet deep, is soft and
pure, and rests on a bottom of clean sand. These belong to a chain of 22 lakes that empty
into one another through swift, babbling brooks, and flow 11110 the St. John' River. From
the roof of our hotel (the Seminole) one can see ten of these gem-\ike bodies of water
shimmering in the sun. The pine forest that covers the whole region has a park-like appearance, the trees being tall, large, and scattered so that one can drive between them
almost at pleasure. One's eye fall admiringly on the trunks of the patriarch:11 pines towering up straight and tall, and crowned by tufts of needles, much richer, longer, and fuller
than our Northern pines; and he cannot but admit that this much-decried Florida sand can
build up :i. forest beauty all its own. The monotony of the pine woods, broken though it is
by an occasional glimpse of the glossy-leayed magnolia, the stiff-crowned palmetto, and the
many spe;::ies of oak, tires at first by its endless sameness; but soon it grows upon him,
and in trunk and tassel and hanging moss, in swaying limb and sighing leaves, and sweet
balsamic odors, and in the long columnar shadows that each day slowly turn their index
fingers over the sandy dial-plate, he finds an infinite variety that fascinates him more and
more. The rapid growth of certain parts of Florida is well illustrated in the wonderful
development of this section of the lake country. Six years ago there was not a comp~eted
railroad in Orange County: now there are seven lines finished or building. At ""inter
Park there were a few orange groves and residences nestling upon the pine-covered slopes of
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Lakes Osceola and Virginia, but surveyors' posts were the only signs of civilization visible
from the railroad when Mr. L. A. Chase of Chicago stepped off the cars at this point five
years ago. In his busy brain there flashed the conception of a rural city among the pines,
and to-day the young town has an elegant hotel and a college."

THE DR[ll E

the widely-known authoress, writes," This is my seventh winter in Florida; and, having
visited nearly all points of interest in the State, I can conscientiously say that for beauty
of situation and purity of atmosphere \Vinter Park excels them all. Standing as it does
on a broad plateau nearly IOO feet above the level of the St. John's River, it is wholly free
from _dampness and malaria, while the scenery around is unrivalled for beauty and
variety. From the pl'omenade on top of the Seminole -which, by the way, is one of
the finest and best conducted hotels in the State - 1 0 lakes can be seen, while the orange
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groves sloping down to the water's edge, and the handsome villas dotting the landscape
here and there among the pines, make a picture which one cannot easily forget. Here is
'rest for the weary,' I said to myself this morning, as I stood upon the promenade and
took in the lovely expanse of blue sky, bluer than that of Italy ever is; the graceful chain
of lakes below, reflecting the color of the sky; the fresh spring foliage so bright and green :
and everywhere, as far as the eye could reach, the tall pi.ne-trees, through whose graceful
tops the south wind war, blowing so softly. If I could I would have called to all my
friends at the North to leave their ice-bound country, and come to this land of perpetual
summer, where there is indeed rest for the weary."

" The Chicago Times" says, " Winter Park seems the culmination of every thing
attractive."
Col. D. C. Smith of Illinois, an extensive traveller, says, " ·winter Park is the most
attractive place we have found in Florida. Osceola is the gem of all the lakes."
Gen. Grant says, "I am very much pleased with Florida. It has a great future before
it.

Florida to-day affords the best opening in the world ior young men,"

Rev. H. D. Kitchell, D.D., formerly pastor of Plymouth Church, Chicago, says, in
"The Congregationalist," "\Vinter Park is one of the select resorts of Florida."
"The Boston Transcript" says," \Vinter Park is certainly a pretty spot.
setts men are pushing it, and making a success of it."

Massachu-

"The Savannah Daily Times" says," "Winter Park is a lovely and charming place.

No

pen can do justice to the magnificent lakes, which are tlte attraction of the place."
The "Church and Home" says, "\Vinter Park is entitled, by its splendid residences,
elegant hotel, and thoroughly equipped college, ti'> the designation, 'The Superb.'"

J. T. Graves, a prominent journalist, says, in a letter descriptive of a trip through Florida,
"Winter Park is the neatest, thriftiest-looking, and most orderly settlement I have seen."
Harriet Beecher Stowe says, "I think every rich man or woman should have a winter
home in Florida, for pleasure or for health. Every man in moderate circumstances should
have such a home for profit."
"We passed into the high pine region, -the country beautifully rolling, with a little
lake in every valley, - one of the prettiest regions in Florida. Winter Park is destined to
be a favorite with Northern visitors." - Correspondence if" Our C01itinent."
Rev. Dr. Street, in "Living Church," Chicago, s::iys, "It would not be easy to find a
more lovely site for a residence than on the banks of Lake Osceola. There is no low,
swampy ground here, and therefore no malaria."
Rev. E. P. Hooker writes to "The Congregationalist," "Winter Park is a charming
spot. I imagine that there are more good words, and less unfavorable ones, spoken of it
by its visitors than of any other young place in the State."
A lady who spends the entire year at Winter Park writes to " The Springfield Republican,"" I never passed a more comfortable summer in Massachusetts. I nearly coughed
my life away there, No one would think it now. I wish I had come here ten years ago."
"The New-Orleans Times-Democrat" says, "The residences of Winter Park are all
tasty and picturesque, after the Gothic and Swiss styles of architecture,
mean-looking buildings are a.Howed to be erected."

No shanties or
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Judge 0 . H. Palmer, attorney for that great corporation, the New-York Mutual Life
Insurance Company, who has travelled extensively in the Old \Vorld, says, "I spent a few
weeks at Winter Park in the winter of 1883, and was delighted with the place. The
climate is unequalled, and it is healthy. I know of no better place than Winter Park in
this or any other country for a winter residence for those who wish a mild climate.''

THE BROOK.

E. H. Crosby, in letter to" The Boston Courier," says," I visited the famous \Vinter
Park, and found it a beautiful spot, situated on a chain of three lovely lakes, where the
dainty cottages of Northern millionnaires are rapidly springing up."
President Arthur visited Winter Park in April, 1881, and one of the reporters with him
headed his despatch to his paper, "The prettiest town of all," and said," \Vinter Park is
a charming village, on a high crest of land overlooking the lakes, with cottages built only
in the most attractive styles."
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Hamilton Disston, who invested $1,000,000 in Florida lands, says, " In my travels over
Florida I have seen many beautiful spots, both on my own lands and elsewhere; but I
can honestly say that ·winter Park has as beautiful a location for a town of winter homes
as any place I have seen."
W. C. McClure of" The Chicago Evening Journal" writes to his paper, "Winter Park
is situated on high ground, surrounded by nine lakes, and is a lovely spot. The scenery
around presents a delightful panorama, and, as a health resort, it cannot be surpassed.
A new and very large hotel was opened Jan, 1, in which we found Postmaste, Judd, Mrs.
W. C. Goudy, W. F. Durant, V. C. Turner, and James I\I. Kirk and family.''
Rev. D. 0. Davies, in "Presbyterian," says, "The atmosphere of the pine forests of
Orange County has the remarkable quality to soothe and to stimulate at the same time.
/f Florida is the sanitarium of the continent, as statistics show it is, the ce1ttral part of
brange County is the centre and perfection of all healing influences. lti; atmosphere is
1erfect, its waters pure, its temperature singularly even. Unlike the Holy Land, where
,he rainy season falls in winter, Florida has its rainy season in the summer, and leaves the
1Vinter as nearly perfect as any earthly season can be."
Rev. Dr. C L. Kitchel of Altoona, Penn., says, "As a sanitarium, Winter Park can
hardly be excelled. Suffering from nervous prostration, I have found in February and
March ideal summer weather. The air, often hot by the thermometer, is always fresh with
the constant breeze, and balmy with the odors of the pine. Under such conditions the mind
unbends, the nen•es relax, the whole system opens, sore spots disappear, and recuperation
advances wonderfully: such has been my experience, and I hate to go away ."

l\1 rs. Henry \Vard Beecher says, "I have great faith in, and affection for, Florida. I
love this land of beauty, - her hospitable, warm-hearted people, her exquisite flowers, her
luxurious fruits, her sweet and brilliant birds, her wonderful productiveness; this land,
whose soft and balmy air brings health and strength and hope to the invalid, making life a
pleasure far more appreciated than in our own dear but less genial climate."
Mrs. Bradley of \Vaukesha, \Vis., correspondent of "Chicago Inter-Ocean," says,
' ' The charm which lotus-eaters must have experienced after partaking of the fruit of
destiny has taken possession of us here beside these silvery waters of Lakes Osceola,
Virginia, and Maitland; and we arc loath to leave this enchanted spot. Although Winter
Park is but au infant in years, it is the most attractive place we have visited in Florida. I
can conscientiously say that \Vinter Paik seems the most desirable place for a winter home,
~onsidering its latitude, soft spring-water, absence of malaria, and railway facilities."
John R. Ergood, postmaster of Winter Park, is a wonderful living example of what this
climate does for consumptives. Read what he says: "I was taken with severe hemorrhages
of the lungs, and the bleeding continued for 2 r days. The paroxysms of coughing were
very severe. A consultation of physicians resulted in agreeing that a winter in Florida
would doubtless prolong my life, as I would hardly be able to survive another winter
::,,forth. They hastened my departure, and I left my home in Washington, October, 1881.
I had to be assisted to the depot with great care, and made my journey south very slowly.
A residence of a few months in the vicinity of Winter Park made me comparatively a well
man, and I became an enthusiast on the wonderful climate, and decided to make my home
here. I have gained daily in strength and weight, and have no hemorrhages. My cure is
considered in Washington but little ~hort of a miracle. I wish everybody could lmo?tJ
what I know. I am working hard every day in my store.''

Winter Park, Florida,
'' The Gazette" of Worcester, Mass., of Jan. 29, -r886, says editorially, "Messrs.
Fuller and Delano, the well-known architects of this city, have just returned from Florida,
where Mr. D. visited Winter Park, in which F. B. Knowles, Esq., of this city, is so heavily
interested. Mr. D. is very enthusiastic over that Southern resort, with its magnificent hotel
Seminole, of which ,v. E. Forbes of this city is one of the managers, and over Rollins
College, which includes in its group of four buildings Knowles Hall, which cost $10,000,
the gift of Mr. Knowles. Mr. D. was delighted with the town, and says that too much
cannot be said of it as a desirable place for a residence or to visit."
The Hon. Michael C. Kerr, late Speaker of the United States House of Representatives,
when asked to lend his aid to ~ecure some harbor appropriation for Florida, made this
reply: " For Florida! yes. I will do what I can to assist her; for there is not a family in
America but has some member in it whose life would be saved, or at least prolonged, by
living within her borders."

-Nine physicians own Jots in Winter Park.
- ,vinter Park can boast of two brass bands.
- Boating is fine on the lakes of ,vinter Park,
-A street-railroad is in operation in Winter Park.

- Fish in great abundance in the ,vinter-Park lakes,
-Artists find in Winter Park a fruitful field for work.
- Note the large number of medical men in our reference list.
- Maitland is a lively village two miles north of Winter Park.
-Take your annual vacation in winter, and visit \Vinter Park.
- "Pansy," the noted authorei;s, has a cottage at \Vinter Park.
- Several sawmills and planing-mills in Winter Park and vicinity.
-Cost of living at ,vinter Park is about the same as at the North.
-The cottages at \Vinter Park are of modern style of architecture.
- Eleven ministers of various denominations own lots in \Vinter Park.
-Thomas Perrins, Esq., of Girard College, owns a lot in Winter Park.
-A circulating library of over

1,000

volumes flourishes in Winter Park.

- Vegetable gardens, a dairy farm, and a poultry farm near Winter Park.
-A good livery at \Vinter Park, with plenty of driving and saddle horses_

- Midwinter in ,vinter Park and at the North are two very unlike things.
-Mrs. Dr. Bull of cough-sirup fame owns a $ro,ooo cottage at \Vinter Park.
- Moonlight steamboat excursions on the lakes of Winter Park are delightful.
- Osceola, one mile east of Winter Park, was laid out by \Vil son Phelps, Esq,
- " Lochmede" is the name of a weekly newspaper published at Winter Park.
-Col. Fred Grant, son of Gen. Grant, has an orange grove near \Vinter Park.
-Three ice-factories near 'Winter Park furnish an abundance of the purest ice.
- Winter Park is the business and shipping centre for miles of country around.
- Read what Mrs. Mary J. Holmes, the noted authoress, says of Winter Park.
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-John P. Morton, publisher, of Louisville, has a beautiful place at Winter Park.
- \Vioter Park was laid out in 1881 by Oliver E. Chapman and Loring A. Chase.
-The "Reporter,"" Sentinel,'' and" Daily Record" are published in Orlando.
- Killamey, one mile west of depot, is one of the beautiful lakes of Winter Park.
- A Town Improvement Association in \Vinter Park, with Prof. Austin president.
-Ten stores in \Vinter Park, including a meat market where Chicago beef is sold.
- Alligators are occasionally seen in the lakes of 'Winter Park, but they are scarce.
-The beautiful steam-yacht " Fanny Knowles" runs on the lakes of Winter Park.
-The Southern Express Co. have an office in Winter Park; Charles J. Ladd, agent.
- Read what Professor Steele, the noted school-book author, said about Winter Park.
-R. M. Pulsifer, of" The Boston Herald" owns a beautiful acre lot in Winter Park.
- Buildings in ,vinter Park are made of the elegant Southern pine, so popular North.
- Dr. Henry Foster of Clifton Springs, N.Y., has a beautiful place near \Vinter Park.
- Note the bird's-eye view of Winter Park: the picture i~ pretty, the reality is prettier.
-Attention is called to the business card of L. A. Chase, real-estate agent, \Vinter Park.
- New Orleans is reached from Winter Park via Morgan Line of steamers from Tampa.
- One Winter-Park citizen has loaned on real estate in Orange Co. $30,000 at 12 per cent.
- Views of scenes in and around ·winter Park can be had of J. S. Capen, secretary, or
at Seminole news-stand.
-A large lithographic lot map of ,vinter Park, and a large sectional map of Florida,
will be mailed free by us to all applicants.
- Medical men from nearly every State in the Union have visited \Vinter Park, and all
are enthusiastic over it as a healtl: resort,
-The drives of Winter Park are lovely, along the margins of the beautiful lakes, through
orange groves, and among the grand old pines.
-All visitors to 'W inter Park are enthusiastic over its drinking-water, which is as pure
and sweet as can be found anywhere in the world.
- Scores of people are here who will testify that they have been cured of asthma, catarrh,
bronchitis, rheumatism, neuralgia, hay-fever, etc.
-No more beautiful building sites can be found in the world than on the
lake frontage within 1½ miles of \Vinter-Park depot.

10

miles of

-The Plant Investment Company, managed by H. B. Plant and H. S. Haines, control
transportation lines extending from Charleston to Havana.
- Orlando, 4 miles south of \Vinter Park, connected by two railroads and beautiful
drives along the lakes, is the county-seat of Orange County.
-The magnificent pine forests in and around \Vinter Park excite the admiration ol all
visitoli.S, ar:d their balsamic odors are foll of health-giving qualities.
-There . are no swamps in Winter Park or vicinity; the lands are all high, rolling
prairie, covered with beautiful groves of tall and large Southern pines.
- Professor John \V. Cook of the State Normal Uni,,ersity at Bloomington, Ill., has a
beautiful 20-acre addition to Winter Park on the banks of Lake Osceola.
- Soil at \Vinter Park is not" sand," but loam. A look at the magnificent pine and
orange trees that grow from it will convince you that there is virtue in it.
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- F. B. Knowles of Worcester, Mass , is principal owner o( Winter Park, and is pr~dent of the Wiuter Park Company.
- Sanford (lat. 28° 47', long. 81° 15') is the port of import and export of South Florida
via the St. John's River. 17 miles from Winter Park.
- Flowers are beautiful at Winter Park. The oleander and rose are trees of no small
size. The writer has picked 27 varieties of wild-flowers during a short walk.
- \Ve want everybody to have a copy of this pamphlet. Drop a postal to" Winter Park
Company, \Vinter Park, Orange County, Fla.," and copies will be mailed free.
- Bishop Whipple of Minnesota has a beautiful orange grove near Winter Park, where
he spends his winters. He preaches often in All Saints' Church at Winter Park.
-The official count of Orange-County votes for Representative to Co.igress in 1886,
showed in Winter Park precinct 76 Democratic, 184 Republican, s Prohibitionist.
- Lieut. G. L. Dyer of the United States Navy owns a beautiful bearing orange
grove in Winter Park, and attention is called to the picture of it in this pamphlet.
- Franklin Fairbanks, the great scale manufacturer of St. Johnsbury, Vt ., is vicepresident of the \Vinter Park Company, and owns a fine orange grove not far from Winter
Park.
- Ask Dr. Henry Foster of the great Sanitarium at Oifton Springs, N. Y., and scores
of other eminent physicians, what they think of Winter Park as a resort for people with
weak lungs.
-The Bigelow orange grove of 40 acres, in Winter Park, was sold in 1884 to Hon.

J.

I. Hopwood of England, an ex-member of Parliament, for $53,000. Twelve year~ ago it
was

a pine forest.

- Stand upon the bridges at Winter Park and see the swiftly running brooks connecting the lakes on their way to the St. Jonn's River, and you will be convinced that Winter
Park must be a healthy place.
-The route of the Orlando and Winter Park Railroad is a beautiful one, being for
the most part along the margins of the lovely chain of lakes extending from Orlando to the
St. John's River, through Winter Park.
-There are several boarding-houses in Winter Park, delightfully located on the banks
of the beautiful lakes, and ~urrounded by orange groves, where good board can be had at
from $7 to $rs per week. More are needed.
- Gil be rt Hart, of the famous Hart Eruery-Wheel Works of Detroit, Mich., is one of
Winter Park's prominent and valued citizens. His cottage (see picture) is splendidly
located on the high banks of Lake Osceola.
-A grand expo!"ition or fair for South Florida will open in Sanford, 17 miles from Winter
Park, in January, 1888, which will give tourists a splendid opportunity to see what can be
done with Florida soil. Excursion trains. will run from Winter Park.
- Lewis H. Lawrence of Utica, N.Y., has a beautiful winter home in Winter Park.
His orange grove of 2,200 trees, his system of pumping water from Lake Maitland by an
Ericsson hot-air pump, and his fine vegetable garden, are worth seeing.
- Water at Winter Park from springs and wells is as pure and sweet as from mountain
springs, and is one cause of the great healthfulness of the place. Drive-wells, costing
$25, including pump, are sunk through the sandy soil from :.io to 30 feet.
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- J. S. Capen from Bloomington, Ill., is the efficient Secretary of the Winter Park Company, and a notary public. He will promptly answer all inquiries concerning Winter
Park, and send maps, pamphlets, etc., to any address. Address him at Winter Park.
- The negroes of Winter Park are of the better class, and live in a detached settlement
of their own, known as'' Hannibal Square," where they have a church, schoolhouse, Masonic
hall, and band of their own. They are orderly citizens, and are in demand as laborers.
- Orange County is the county of the State for health and orange-growing. Is comparatively new in development; had in 1860,987 people, and over 20,000 in 1887, of which
2,500 are colored; population increasing rapidly; taxes in r886 were 11.50 per $1,000 for
State, county, and school.
-Mosquitoes are seldom seen on the Winter Park Highlands. This .fact is contrary to
the general opinion of those who have never been in Florida; but the writer makes the statement after a residence of six years there, and after battling with the pests for many years in
Massachusetts and 111inois.
- John C. Stovin, Esq., a civil engineer, was one of the pioneers of Winter Park; and
his large and flourishing orange grove on the south shore of Lake Maitland, which he has
christened" Tetley,'' after his old home in England, is one of the most beautiful spots in
Florida, and should be seen by every visitor to Winter Park.
-A telegraph office was opened at Winter Park Jan. r, 1883; and the first message was
sent by the Hon. Lewis Lawrence of Utica from his beautiful hoMe here: "To my friend
ChesteT A. Arthur, President of the United States, Washington. Happy New Year by
first message from office opened here to-day. No North, no South."
- Osceola, the noted chief of the Seminoles, had his home upon the banks of the lovely
lake in Winter Park that bears his name. During his imprisonment at Fort Moultrie,
where he died, his portrait was painted by the celebrated artist George Catlin. Fine photoengravings of the picture may be had at Maxon s book-store, Winter Park.
-The South Florida Railroad, running from Sanford to Tampa through Winter Park,
built by R. l\L Pulsifer & Co. of" The Boston Herald," is a first-class standard gauge road,
and is part of the through trunk line between New York and Tampa, where elegant steamers take tourists and the mails to Key \Vest and Havana. J.E. Ingraham is pre.ident.
- Havana, Cuba, is best reached by the railroad that runs through \Vinter Park, and
which carries the United States mails to Cuba, connecting at Tampa with the elegant
steamship" Mascotte," which leaves Tampa Mondays and Thursdays at 9.30 P.lll., arriving
at Havana at 5 A.M. second morning. The distance from Winter Park to Havana is 408
miles, of which 98 is by rail.
- One ol the plans for developing Wint~r Park is the building of cottages to be sold al
cost. In accordance with this idea, F. B. Knowles, Esq., president of the Winter Park
Company, has built three handsome cottages upon beautiful lots overlooking Lake Osceola,
which he offers for sale. See advertisement under " Cottages for Sale " among the
business cards at end of this pamphlet.
- April 18, 18&5, was a gala day in \Vinter Park, for then was received the telegram
announcing the location of Rollins College there. The church-bells were rung, huge
bonfires lighted, speeches by Col. Franklin Fairbanks, A. W. Rollins, whose generous subscription of $50,000 made the college a certainty, and others. A poem written for the
occasion was rea<l by the noted authoress Emily Huntington Miller.
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-The folded map of Winter Park and vicinity at the end of this book, embraces a territory 7 miles long and 7 wide, - 49 square miles. Upon it yon can count 53 lakes, of all
shapfls and sizes, many of them connected by swiftly running brooks. The map gives a
fair idea of the beautiful location of \Vinter Park and its relation to the lakes and railroad.
You will immediately say," It looks well on paper;" but when you have taken the drive
around the beautilul lakes, you will say that the picture falls far short of the reality.
- Alonzo \V. Rollins of Chicago was one of the first men to become h1terested in the
development of Winter Park. When the Congregationalists decided to locate a college in
Florida, his princely subscription of $50,000 was the means of bringing it to \Vinter Park;
and the trustees, in recognition of his liberality, voted unanimously to give the institution
his name. On the second day of September he was called to take his place with the
majority on the other side of the'' great river." His memory will long be cherished by all
who knew and loved him; and " Rollins College" will ever stand as a fitting monument
to a large-hearted Christian man.
-Dr. Joseph R. Tantum, a distinguished homoeopathic physician of Wilmington, Del.,
was one of the first men to become interested in Winter Park. Here he built a beautiful
home upon the banks of Lake Osceola, which he occupied during the winter months.
When the \Vinter Park Company was formed, he became one of its members, and was
deeply interested in every thing that pertained to the building-up of the place. On the
tenth day of October, 1887, he passed from earthly to heavenly scenes, and the good man
and belovt!d physician will be seen no more upon this earth. His loss is mourned by all
who knew him, and his afflicted family have the deep and hearty sympathy of his associates
and of the entire community.
· -The Hon. Lewis Lawrence of Utica, N.Y., was one of the earliest and staunchest
friends of ,Vinter Park. His cheery voice was ever heard in commendation of the enterprise; his busy hand did valiant work for tbe infant town; his well-filled purse was always
wide open in aid of all its religious, educational, and social schemes. The writer knew and
loved him well, and, in common with all the people of ,vmter Park, sincerely mourns his
departure for the" better land." He was very much attached to his beautiful orange grove
in \Vinter Park, spending six months of each year upon it. He had travelled extensively,
both in the Old World and the New, and early wrote of the Winter Park region," It is one
of the most lovely and healthy spots to be found in any clime.''
- Florida is one of the loveliest countries in the world. "It is a land of promise, where
the Creator has been prodigal in the bestowal of his riches. All around her extended coast
are beautiful bays and inlets. She has fine navigable rivers, beautiful lakes, pearly brooks,
and the grandest and most wonderful springs, whose medicinal virtues are known in all
J.ands. She has magnificent forests of pine, cypress, and hard-wood lumber, ornamented
with the beautiful magnolia and other fl(!wering trees and shrubs. Her lakes and rivers are
full of fish; her forests abound in game; her r ,200 miles of sea-coast furnish oysters, fish,
turtle, and sponge; her gardens yield the finest vegetables and the most beautiful flowers;
her orchards produce most delicious fruit, and her vineyards grapes that make the choicesf
wine. It is here that the man with delicate constitution can escape from the bitter winters of
the North, and enjoy sunny skies and balmy breezes; it is here that the poor consumptive
finds relief that medicine cannot give; and it is here thal fortunes car:i be made in cultivat•
ing the orange and kindred fruits . Florida is a large State, being about 450 miles long
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by 130 wide, and embracing about 6o,ooo square miles, or 38,000,000 acres, being the

largest State east of tlie Mississippi River. In 1885, 19,888,091 acres were under cultivation; Orange County, in which Winter Park is located, though comparatively new in development, standing third in the list of 41 counties. The population of Florida was 269,493
in 1880, and 342,451 in 1885. The assessment of the State is $70,667,458 to-day, against
$31,157,846 in 1880, -more than doubling in five years. In this valuation Orange County
stood second. Ip. 1880 Florida had but 528 miles of railroads: to-day she has r,688. The
number of public schools in 1880 was 1,131, with an attendance of 39,315, against 1,724
to-day, with 62,327 children in attendance. From the above we see that Florida has advanced in five years, in population, 28 per cent; in assessed wealth, 127 per cent; in schools,
44 per cent; and in railroad mileage, 218 per cent. She annually produces $30,000 worth
of honey, $40,000 worth of strawberries, $50,000 worth of hogs, $30,000 worth of sheep,
$350,000 worth of beef, $750,000 worth of sponges, $300,000 worth of fish and oysters,
$3,500,000 worth of oranges, lemons, limes, and pineapples, $65,000 worth of sugar and
molasses, $200,000 worth of rice, $500,000 worth of cedar and $20,000,000 worth of other
lumber, and $4,000,000 worth of cotton,- a total of nearly $30,000,000. This is as good a
showing as any State in the Union can make, and full of promise for the future. It is not
to be wondered at that lands should be in demand in Florida, and that immigration should
be pouring into the State from all portions of the Union.

~ efe.l'eI)ces.
From the names of thousands of prominent people who have visited Winter Park and its
elegant Seminole, we present a few from various quarters of the globe. Ask any of them
if the strong statements made herein are overdrawn.
SAN FRANClSCO, CAL.

Judge S. G. Nye, Oakland.
F. G. Sanborn, 613 Clay.
J. Casserly, Herring's Safes.
COLORADO.

Rev. J. S. Black, Col. Spr.
Dr. W. H. Williams, Den.
Mrs. D. Sullivan, Denver.
CONNECTICUT.

Mrs. Alton Farrell, Ansonia.
Hon. B. G. Northrup, Clin.

E. C. Hungerford, Chester.
F. W. Cheney, Hartford.
Gov. J. English, N. Haven.
Hon. A. J. Bently, N. Lon.
Col. H. A. Babbitt, Pomfret.
Oliver Buckly, Southport.
Dr. J. Gamwell, Torrington.
Dr. ,voodruff, Thomaston.
J. Whittemore, Naugatuck.
DELAWARE.

Dr. J. R. Tantum, Wilm.
S. B. Curtis, Newark.

FLORIDA.

ILLINOIS.

Judge J. W. Price, Enterp.
Gov. J. G. Sinclair, Orlan.
Judge Welborne, Sanford.
Hon. A. J. Russell, Talia.
J. E. Ingraham, Sanford.

C. L. Capen, Bloomington.
Judge W. H. Green, Cairo.
Chas. Comstock, Evanston.
Prof. J. W. Cook, Normal.
Col. D. C. Smith, Normal.

] ACKSONVILLE.

D. G. Ambler. Banker.
W. l\1. Davidson, S. F. &W.
Gen. Bently, J.T.&K.W.R.
Col. Campbell, St. James.
Geo. Cecil, De Bary Line.
Rev. S. F. Gale, 121 Ashley.
Dexter Hunter.
Capt. Shaw, " City of J'v'L"
L. R. Tuttle, L. & N . R.R.
ST. AUGUSTINE,

O. D. Seavy ,Ponce de Leon.
V-1. W. Palmer, Magnolia.
GEORGlA.

Dr. J . P. Logan, Atlanta.
Gen. S. G. French, Colum.
Gen. C. Anderson, Macon.
Gen. H. S. Haines, Sav.
Col. C. D, Owens, Sav.

CHlCAGO.

E. N. Blake, B'dofTrade.
V. C. Turner.
Judge Eugene Cary.
G. L. Cross, L. & N. R.R.
W. Comstock, B'd of Trade.
\V. F. Durant," Leland."
Charles Fargo, Express
Sim. Farwell, r44 Monroe.
Judge Van H. Higgins.
Hon. S. Coming Judd, P .:\I.
A. S. Kirk.
\Varren F. Leland.
C. Morse, Fairb'k'.; i\l.& Co.
Geo. L. Otis, 196 La Salle.
E. H. Sheldon, 34 Clark.
D. B. Shipman.

Byron Smith, Bank<:(,
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INDIANA.

Levi Iglehart, Evansville.
I. Fletcher, Indianapolis.
Geo. Ames, Michigan City.
lowA.
Dr. E. Bishop, Chas. City.
E. W. Albe, Dubuque.
W. H. Hatch, Des Moines.
Hon. H. Curtis, Le Mars.
Dr. J. Morgan, Oskaloosa.
E. D. Hobbs, Anchorage.
Mrs. M. B. Day, Frankfort.
Hon. John Morton, Louisv.
Mrs. Dr. Bull, Louisville.
Hon. W. M. Cocke, Winch.

C. T. Sampson, N. Adams.
Prof. J. Clark, North'pton.
Mrs. E. Robinson, P'n C've.
Dr. J. S. Hurlbut, Sp'gfi'd.
E. F. Ames, Swampscott.
Dr. W. Chamberlain, Wore'.
A. J\1acullar, Worcester.
E. P. Stetson, Walpole.
H. N. Marshall, Northfield.
Dr.H. Simpson, Worcester.
J. B. Goodell, Worcester.
E. A. Sumner, Worcester.
E, A. Morse, Worcester.
D. T. Dudley, Sutton.
E. E. Forbes, Millbury.
W. F. Ward, Hyde Park.

MAINE.

BOSTON,

M. V. B. Chase, Augusta.
E. C. Nichols, Bangor.
Dr. T. Haley, Biddeford.
E. P. Hamor, Bar Harbor,
Dr. L. F. Babb, Eastport.
F. G. Staples, Old Orchard.
W. F. Milliken, Portland.
Charles Hazeltine, Bangor.
R. Chenery, Belfast,

Charles Amory, 60 State.
E. K. Butler, 57 High.
Sylvester Bowman, Beacon.
R. B. Brigham, 642 Wash'n.
C. 1\1. Blake, I. Fenno & Co.
N. D. Blake, 39 Franklin.
W. 0. Chapman,8Congress.
I. S. Cruft, 82 Devonshire.
G. M. Endicott, 61 State.
B. Esterbrook, 224 \Vash'n.
Rufus Frost, 88 Franklin.
Abram French & Co.
Charles 0. Gage, 126 State.
E. B. Haskell," Herald."
J. F. Huestis, 302 \Vash'n.
Dr. A. Littlefield, 635' W'n.
C. W. Morris, l] Milk.
J. Magee, Magee Furnace.
Otis Norcross.
Col. A. W. Pope.
E. B. Pratt, 82 High.
R. M. Pulsifer," Herald."
George D. Rand, 28 School.
W. B. Rice, 125 Summer.
W. T. Rowe, Abram French.
J. R. W. Shapleigh.
George W. Seavy.
E. Tyler, Cashier Suff'k B'k.
G. H. \Valker, 160 Tremont.
John M. Way, 223 Wash'n.
William Warren, 25 Kilby.
F.G. Webster,n3 Dev'shire.
S. P. March, 34 Summer.
J. ]. Eaton, 224 Wash'ton.

BALTIMORE, MD.

T. H. Garrett, Banker.
C. Langdon, Jno's Hop. Un.
Mrs. W. Reed, Mt. Ver. H.
James Tate, 9 So. Gay.
MASSA CHUSETTS,

W. D. Fisher, At'boro Falls.
Judge Wallace, Ayer.
Mrs. G. B. Howard, B'kton.
Dr. George Brown, Barre.
Dr. J.C. Hale, Brookline.
Dr. E. R. Coggswell, Camb.
0. E. Chapman, Canton.
Frank A. Magee, Chelsea.
Mrs. L. Saltonstall, C't Hill.
C. H. Brovm, Fitchburg.
James Phillips, Fitchburg.
Dr. W. Severance, Gr'nfi'd .
E. F. Newton, Holyoke.
Dr. J. R. Nichols, Hav'hill.
George E. Davis, Lawrence.
Dr. I. K. Bascom, Lynn.
George L. Cady, Lowell.
W.R. Gould, Milton.
D. W. Tenny, Methuen.
Dr. W. Hildreth, Newton.
H. F. Barrows, N . .At'boro.
L. J. Marsh, Newburyport.

l\IrcHIGAN.

R. Gilliland, Adrian
Gilbert Hart, Detroit.
W. H. C. Lyon, Flint.

G. R. Johnson, Gr. Rapids.
C.H. Hall, Ishpeming.
H. M. Newton, Kalamazoo.
l\IlNNESOTA.

A. J. Sawyer, Duluth.
Bishop Whipple, Faribault.
Dr. S. H. Chute, Minneap.
F. \V. Lyman, Minneapolis.
Otis Lord, Owatonna.
J. G. Pyle, St. Paul.
W. B. Thurston, St. Paul.
F. A. Fogg, St. Paul.
H. L. Moss, St. Paul.
W.W. Eastman, Minn'polis.

Sr. Louis, Mo.
Col. Burchard, 3710 Finny.
Dr. J . Brecht, 204 W. B'd'y.
Dr. J. McIntire, 6r4 Olive.
Col. Peckham,412 Wash. A.
NEBRASKA,

Mrs. A. S. Goodale, Col'bus.
L. F. Taylor, Lincoln.
J. D. Hanscom, Omaha.
NEW HAMPSHIRE,

Dr. William Childs, Bath.
S. A. Gould, Bethlehem.
B. F. Caldwell, Concord.
H. W. Dustin, Goffstown.
C. T. Buffum, Keene.
Judge H. Bingham, Lit'ton.
Dr. M. Wilcox, Lancaster.
A. Batchelder, L'tle B's H'd.
Dr. J. Robinson, Man'ter.
C. M. Morse, Plymouth.
Hon. William H. Chandler.
NEW JERSEY,

Dr. L. Kingsley, Elizabeth .
O. H. Shepard, Englewood.
G. W. Helme, Jersey City.
Dr. S. Bassinger, •. Prov.
Maj.-Gen. Marcy, Orange.
Dr. J. Alday, Ocean Grove.
Dr. E. H. Clark, Orange.
P. C. Johnson, Paterson
Dr. L. H. Davis, Riverton .
Dr. C. Dunham, Trenton.
Dr. G. W. Baily, Wenonah.
G. G. Green, Woodbury.
NEW YORK.

Capt. C. E. Thorn, Auburn.
A. Rathbun, Albany.

Wintsr Park, Florida,
J.M. Brookfield, Brooklyn.
Dr. Harrington, Buffalo.
Mrs. 1\1. J. Holmes, Brock.
Dr. Andrus, Canandaigua.
Dr. H. Foster, Clifton Spr's.
R. L. Cary, Dunkirk.
Mrs. J. D. Steele . Elmira.
Chas. L. 1\fark, Fredonia.
Rev. J. Van Slyck, Kingst.
Col. G.D. Brown, Lowville.
G. P. Hosmer, Lockport.
Dr. C. S. Betts, Mt. Kineo.
Rev. C. Sherman, Nassau.
N. Higginbotham, Oneida.
Theo. Irwin, Oswego.
Rev. Dr. Foote, Rochester.
H. K. Bush. Saratoga.
D. M. Kennedy, Syracuse.
Dr. G. Earl, Skaneateles.
G. H. Thatcher, Troy.
L. H. Lawrence, Utica.
H. J, Wood, Utica.
W. W. Greene, Watertown.
Dr. J. Rose, W, Winfield.
Moses Lyman, \Vaverly.
W. C. Beardsley, Auburn.
NEW YORK CITY.

Dr. George A. Quimby.
A. S. Apgar, M'ch'ts' Bank.
S. R. Adams, 220 Front.
Dr. C. Agnew, 266 M'dson.
0. G. Barton, 346 Broadw'y.
A. H. Blanchard, Windsor.
Rev. \V. Barrows, Bible H.
Dr. J. Bishop, 140 W. 16th.
Gen. G. W. Cass, 34 Nassau.
Arthur Esdra, 8o6 Broadw'y.
J. W. Gillespie, The Albert.
J, Hashagen, 261 Broadway.
J.C. Hoagland, 106 Wall.
W. P. Long, 44 E. 14th.
J.E. Ludden, 154 Nassau.
Mrs. Frank Leslie.
Dr. G. l\kCormick,28W.3r.
H. B. Plant, 12 \V. 23d.
Hon. Edwards Pierrepont.
L. M. Rutherford, 2d Ave.
F . A. Schroeder, 178 Water.
Dr. O. Smith, Albany Flats.
Dr. J. Smith, 36g Broome.
L.B. Brown.
B. Beinecke.
W. S. Brown.
OHIO-

J. K. Webster, Dayton.
Rev. H. Kitchel, E. L'pool.

R. M. Barnhart, Marion.
D. N. Hines, Milan.
E. E. Haynes, Oberlin.
J. Woolworth, Sanduskv
J. A. Conant, Toledo.
T. A. Burns, Versailles.
CINCINNATI,

J.M. Blair, Exch'ge Bank.
E. T. Kidd, Cin. Com. Gaz.
Miss S. Mc Lain, Graphic.
Julian Stribley, 12 E. 4th.
Dr. W. L. Williams.
CLEVELAND.

Wm. Chisholm, 496 Euclid.
Mrs. l\I, Dowling, 965 E 'Jid.
S. V. Harkness.
Dr. W. P. Horton.
George Hall, 857 Euclid.
Rev. H. Ladd, 820 Logan.
Dr. J. C. Merritt.
PENNSYLVANIA.

Rev. C. Kitchel, Altoona.
A. P. Kirtland, Blairsville.
Gen. R. Holliday, Bedford.
Hon. F. Adams, Erie.
Judge Longaker, l\Iorrist'n.
G. Westinghouse, Pittsb'gh.
PHILADELPHIA.

Hamilton Disston.
Jacob L. Disston, Tacony.
Hon. Wayne McVeagh.
Dr. Keating, 1604 Locust.
F. D. May, Penn. R.R.
A McIntyre, 4033 Walnut.
A. K. McClure, Journalist.
T. Perrins, Girard Col.
Rev. E . Sweetzer, 4412 Ch't.
D. Wallace, Banker.
Edward Biddle, 113 S. 5th.
A. R. Little, The Aldine.
J. F. Hope.
A. W. Goodell.

TENNESSEE.

W.J. Trimble, Chattanooga.
C. M. Mason, Memphis.
T. Miller, Murfreesboro.
Rev. J. Cooper, Maryville.
Rev. W. Graham, Nashville.
VERMONT.

S Flemming, Bellows Falb.
H. F. Root. Bennington.
C. M. Chace, Lyndon.
G. C. Shepard, Montpelier.
C. Denny, Northfield.
Col. F. Fairbanks, St. J'sb"y.
V1RG1NIA.

W. Chapman, Alexandria.

R. S.• Dodson, Norfolk.
Dr. R. Lancaster, Richm'd.
Gen. J.B. Palmer, Richm'd .
Dr. S. H. Henkel, Staunt'n.
WASHINGTON,

D.C.

Lieut. G. Dyer, Navy Dep't.
Capt. J. Jacobs, U.S.A.
Rev. Presbrey, P'lic Opin.
W. Saunders, Ag'!. Dep't.
E. Temple, Bank ofWash'n .
WEST VIRGINIA.

Hon. I. Camden, P'kersb'g
Joseph Bell, Wheeling.
WrscoNSIN,

S. H. Brown, Ashland.
A·. D. Chappel, Eau Claire
B. J. Price, Hudson.
H. B. Hinsdale, Kenosha
D. G. Hooker, Milwaukee.
C.McKinlay,J\1.L.S.&W.R.
0 . D. Bently, Neenah.
E. Hurlbut, Oconomowoc.
C. F. Brooks, Racine.
l\Irs. S. Bradley, Waukesha

RHODE ISLAND,

FOREIGN,

Nicholas Ball, Block Island.
L. F. Attleton, Newport.
S. 'Mathewson, N'gans't P'r.
Cyrus Carlton, Providence.
Hon . J. Chace, Providence.

Duke of Sutherland, Eng.
F. E. Gilman, Montreal.
Dr. J. H. Burns, Toronto.
Hon. S. Plimsol, England.
Hon. J. I. Hopwood, Eng.
Col. Drury-Lowe, England .
P. M. Castro, Havana.
J. H. Wood, Sandwich Isles .
T. Bullock, St. John, N.Il.
W. H. Webb, Halifax, N .S.

SOUTH CAROLINA.

E. K. Palmer, Columbia.
J. G. McCall, Darlington.
St. John Cox, Greenville.
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Thinking of taking a trip to Flonda, ask the ticket agents of your town, or call upon or
write to those named below for information.

BOSTON TO WINTER PARK.

J. A. Flanders, 322 Washington Street. New York and New England.
J. L. White, 232 Washington Street. Boston and Albany.
L. H. Palmer, 3 Old State House. Fall River Line.
J. W. Richardson, 214 Washington Street. Stonington Line.
B . .M. Hanson, 205 Washington Street. Pennsylvania Railroad.
0. G. Pearson, 2II \Vashington Street. Savannah, Florida, and \Vestem .
Waldo A. Pearce, 228 Washington Street. Atlantic Coast Lme.
A. D. W. Sampson, 201 Washington Street. Boston and Savannah Steamship Line.
C. P. Gaither, 290 Washington Street. Eastern Tennessee and Virginia Railroad .

CHICAGO TO WINTER PARK.
George L. Cross, 105 Washington Street. Louisville and • ashville Line.
E. 0. McCormick, 183 Dearborn Street. Monon Route.
H. W. McCuniA', 121 Randolph Street. Kankakee Line.
William Hill, 164 Dearborn Street. Evansville Route.

NEW YORK TO WINTER PARK.

J. D. Hashagen,

261 Broadway. Savannah, Florida, and Western.
Frank H. Lewin, 1 Astor House. Pennsylvania Railroad.
James Hyer, 849 Broadway. Pennsylvania.Railroad.
A. S. Dodd, 944 Broadway. Pennsylvania Railroad.
H. P. Clark, 229 Broadway. Atlantic Coast Line.
H. Yonge, Pier 35, North River. Ocean Steamship Company.
William P. Clyde & Co., 35 Broadway. Clyde Steamship Line.
C. H. Mallory & Co., Pier 20, East River. Mallory Steamship Line.
The" Fast Mail" leaves New York every day at 9 P.M., with sleepers which go th.ro11glz
to Winter ~ark, wit/tout clta11ge, in 44 hours, -a distance of r ,233 miles. This train
always stops at Winter Park.
In addition to the" Fast Mail," which is the best train for parties to take who are going
directly to \Vinter Park from New York, there will run, during th~ season of I888, an elegant Pullman Vestibule train, leaving New York at 9 A.M., arriving in Jacksonville ::tt 5 P. M.
the: following day. The cars are specially constructed for this service; heated by steam,
lighted by electricity, and luxuriously furnished. For further information about both the
"Fast Mail" and" Vestibule" trains, apply to J. D. Hashagen, 261 Broadway.

Winter Ps.rk1 Florida,
STATIONS.

M'ls

New York .
Jersey City.
Elizabeth
Trenton . :
Philadelphia
Wilmington
Baltimore .
Washington
Alexandria .
Fredericksburg
Richmond .
Petersburg . .
Weldon . . .
Rocky Mount .
Goldsborough .
Wilmington
Florence.
Charleston
Yemassee
Savannah
Jesup. .
\Vaycross
Callahan.
Jacksonville

510
594
702
804
865
919
976
1015
1071
1091

Tocoi . . .
Palatka . .
Huntington.
De LandJunction
Orange City J unc.
Enterprise June.
Monroe
Sanford . . .

u31
n47
n65
n97
1204
1209
1212
1216

Longwood
Altamonte

1226
1229
1233
1237
r256
1284
1299
1309
133£

Winter Park
Orlando .
Kissimmee .
Bartow Junction
Lakeland
Plant City
Tampa

1

15
57
90
u6
186
228
235
275
346
369
432

46g

REMARKS.

Pop'n, 1,207,000. Ferry for Jersey City foot Desbrosses St.,
Population, 154,000.
(also Courtland! Street.
Population, 33,000.
Population, 35,000. Capital of New Jersey.
Population, 847,000.
Population, 43,000. Capital of Delaware.
Population, 332,000. On Patapsco River.
Population, 148,000. On Potomac River.
Population, 14,000.
Population, 5,000. On Rappahannock River,
Populatiou, 64,000. On James River.
Population, 22,000. On~ppomattox River.
Railroad to Fortress Monroe.
Railroad east to Tarborough.
Railroad'\1-est to Raleigh, 49 miles.
Population, 18,000. On Cape Fear River.
Railroad west to Columbia, 81 miles.
Population, 50,000. Columbia west, 130 miles: Augusta, 138.
Crossing Port Royal and Augusta Railroad.
Population, 31,000. Macon, 192 miles: Atlanta, 295 miles .
Crossing E. T. V. and G. R.R. Atlanta, 235 miles.
Branch to New Orleans. Crossing Brunswick and \Vestern .
Crossing F. R. and N. from Fernandina.
Winter Park via J., T., and K. \V., 143 miles: via F. R. and
N., 186 miles; via St. John's River, 214 miles.
Railroad east to St. Augustine.
Connects with Florida Southern Railroad.
Stages for Crescent City.
Branch to De Land, 4 miles.
Railroad to New Smyrna, 30 miles.
Branch to Enterprise, 5 miles; Titusville, 36 miles.
Connects with Orange Belt Railroad for Oakland, 31 miles.
Connects with South Florida Railroad for Tampa, 115 miles:
with S. and I. R. R.R. for Lake Charm, 18 miles; with
Sanford and Lake Eustis Railroad for Tavares, 29 miles ;
with St. John's River steamers for Jacksonville.
Orange Belt Railroad to Apopka.
The Altamonte Hotel.

The Seminole, 200 rooms; Rollins College.
Population, 5,000. County seat of Orange County.
County seat of Osceola County.
Branch to Bartow, 17 miles.
Branch to Pemberton Ferry.
Connects with F. R. and N. from Jacksonville.
Steamers for Key \Vest, Havana, New Orleans.

Of the thousands who have visited Winter Park, we do not bel.ieve one can be found who
will not subscribe to what N. C. Sawyer of Maine says: "Winter Park is the prettiest spot
I saw in Florida. I shall speak a good word for it upon all occasions, for there is an
absence of all humbug and misrepresentation."

Wintel' Pe.l'k, Florida,
'JACKSONVILLE TO WINTER PARK.
Jacksonville, Fla., has five first-class hotels in the" St. James,"" Everett,"" \Vindsor,"
"Duval," and "Carleton," where tickets can be bought for Winter Park by three routes: By all rail from depot of J., T., and K. W., via Palatka and Sanford.
By all rail from depot of F. R. and N. Co., direct to Winter Park via Orlando.
3. By steamers leaving daily for a 15 hours' delightful sail up the beautiful St. John's
River to Sanford, where close connection is made with trains for Winter Park.
I.

2.

STATIONS.
Jacksonville
Baldwin . .
Waldo
Hawthorne.
Citra . • .
Silver Springs .
Ocala . .
Wildwood
Leesburgh
Tavares
Apopka .
Toronto .
Orlando .

Winter Pa1•k .

M'ls
19
57
71
83
100

103
128

Via F. R. AND N. RAILROAD,
A. 0. McDonnell, Gen'! Pass. Ag't, cor. Bay and Julia Sts.
Branches to Tallahassee, 146 miles; Fernandina, 49 miles.
Branch to Gainesville, 14 miles; Cedar Keys, 70 miles.
Crossing of Florida Southern from Palatka, 31 miles.
Branch to Oak Lawn.
A great natural curiosity.
Crossing of Florida Southern Railroad.
Branch to Plant City, 61 miles.
Crossing of Florida Southern Railroad.
J., T., and K. \V. R.R. to Sanford, 29 miles.
Orange Belt Railroad to Longwood, u miles.
Crossing Orange Belt Railroad to Oakland.
Connects with South Florida and 0. and W. P. Railroads.

139
150
16g
174
182
186 4 miles north of 01•lando.

VIA ST. 'JOHN'S RIVER STEAMERS.
MILES.
j ACKS0NVILLE TO
Riverside
Mulberry
Mandarin
Hibernia
Magnolia
Green Cove
Picolata
Tocoi

3
12
15
25
28
30

45
52

Federal Point .
Whitestone
Palatka.
San Mateo.
Ocklawaha River
Welaka.
Beecher
Mount Royal .
Georgetown
Volusia .

Orange Grove
Hawkinsville .
Blue Spring
Sanford.
Enterprise.
100 Lake Harney .
IOI
Lake Jessup
112 Salt Lake .
II5 Lake Washington
6o

140

65
75
8o
98

16o
172

197
204
225

228

270
2 75

136

Professor George Huntington of Carleton College, Minnesota, writes to" The Advance,"
" From Sanford a railway runs to Tampa across the Divide, which forms the backbone
of the peninsula. The elevation of this Divide is not sufficient to break the course of the
winds which sweep back and forth between the Atlantic and the Gulf, ~ut quite sufficient
to lift the rolling surface out of dampness and malaria, and make it the most healtlaful
portion of Florida. It was our privilege to spend a few days at Winter Park (on this
Divide}, which is generally conceded to be the gem of the whole region. The town is
admirably situated among beautiful lakes and groves, and is famous among Florida
resorts."

Wintsr Park 1 Florida.

No one can visit the place, and fully take in its\Vater, which is as pure and sweet as that from mountain springs;
Freedom from fogs and dampness, about the same humidity as that of Minnesota;
Delightful drives among the pines, and around and between the lakes;
Park of 10 acres in the centre of the tow,1;
Freedom from mosquitoes, pdisonous snakes, and other pests;
College with 11 professors and 4 fine buildings, delightfully located on high ground;
Money-making chances in loans at 10 per cent, orange and fruit farming, etc.;
Handsome cottages, costing from $1,000 to $15,000, within 1½ miles of depot;
Society composed of cultured and refined people from 34 States and foreign countries :
Lake frontage of 10 miles within 1½ miles of depot, affording elegant building sites ;
Accessibility by railroads, passing through the centre of the town;
High altitude, far above the marshes, swamps, and lowlands;
Soil admirably adapted to the culture of oranges, lemons, limes, pineapples, etc.;
Orange groves flourishing, beautiful, and numerous, never killed by frost;
Churches, of which there are two, owned by Congregationalists and Episcopalians;
Boating, rowing, sailing, steam-yachting facilities, on the beautiful chain of lakes;
Healthfulness, as evidenced by families who live here summer and winter;
Superb climate, that works cures but little short of miracles in aggravated cases of
consumption, catan-h, asthma, bronchitis, rheumatism, etc., as hundreds will testify;
Location upon the broad plateau, or watershed, that forms the backbone of Florida, from
which streams flow in every direction, insuring perfect drainage;
Broad avenues, running between the Jakes, upon which front the large and beautiful lots
overlooking the Jakes, all of which are within){ mile of depot;
Absolute freedom from all rgalaria, being far from, and high above, the swamps and low
marshy lands (we challenge the production of a single case originating on this plateau);
Magnificent hotel (the Seminole) of 200 rooms, delightfully located on high ground,
between two beautiful lakes, equal to any thing in the entire South;
Lands, high and rolling, covered with majestic pines, free from underbrush, where teams
can be driven at will, a vast grove, and not a forest, dotted here and there with the
sparkling lakes, suggesting crystal gems in emerald settings;
Ocean breezes constantly blowing from the Atlantic, 40 miles eastward, or the Gulf, 8o
miles westward, laden with the balsamic odors of the pines, and carrying health and healing
on their wings, and making as pure an air as can be found upon the face of the globe;
Its cluster of n beautiful lakes of running- water, 40 feet deep, with bard, sandy bottoms,
solid shores sloping gradually from a height of from 20 to 40 feet, and connected, by swiftly
flowing brooks, with each other and with the St. John's River, r5 miles distant, above
which they are about 100 feet, and all within 2 miles of Winter-Park depot, - without being convinced that Winter Park is surely destined to be the great popular winter
resort of the country.
It is easy to my nice things about any place. Come and see ,vinter Park, and then
judge whether our picture is too highly colored.

Wint Br
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composed of persons from different sections of the country, was chartered by special Act of
the Florida Legislature in February, 1885, and organized April 16 of the same year.
The capital stock is $300,0001 divided into 3,000 shares of $roo each, which have all
been issued and fully paid for, and are forever non-assessable; and shareholders are not
individually liable for auy debts of the Company .
It has the right to buy and sell lands, operate steam-yachts upon the lakes of Winter
Park, and to build and operate hotels and street-railways.

WI!'< rER PARK COMPANY'S OFFICE.

OFFICERS AND STOCKHOLDERS.
Y. B. Knowles,\Vorcester, Mass., President. W. C. Comstock, Chicago, Director.
F. Fairbanks, St. Johnsbury, Vt., Vice-Pres. Peleg Peckham, St. Louis, Director.
C. H. Hutchins, \Vorcester, Director.
Robert L. Day, Boston.
Judge J. F. Welborne, Winter Park,
Joseph B. Ames, Boston.
J. S. Capen, \Vinter Park, Srcretary.
Dr. J. R . Tantum, Wilmington, Del.
Elisha F. Ames, Boston.
C. M. Capen, Bloomington, Ill.
\V. E. Forbes, Worcester, Mass.
John Symonds, Keene, N.H.
S. S. Capen, Winter Park.
A. ~'. Rollin;;, Chicago, Director.
For further informa1ion concerning \Vinter Park, a large lot map of the town, etc.,
.address
THE WINTER PARK COMPANY,
WINTER PARK, ◊RANGE COUNTY, FLA.

Eusinass

T

.Ann □ unc am ants,

HE SEMINOLE was built for the Winter Park Company by Messrs. llkGuire &McDonald, and furnished from the following reliable houses:-

Annunciators, Bells, etc.
Billiard Tables
Boats . . . . . .
Boilers and Steam-Heating
Bowling Alley . . .
Carpets and Draperies . .
Chamber Furniture . . .
Commercial Lithographing
Crockery • . . . .
Door Plates, Checks, etc ..
Elevator (Hydraulic) . .
Fire Pumps and Apparatus
Gas Fixtures . . .
Gas :\[achine . . . .
Laundry Machinery. .
Mantels and Radiators .
Office Fixtures
Parlor Furniture .
Pianos . . . .
Piazza Furniture
Plumbing . . .
Printing . . . .
Ranges and Kitchen Furniture
Refrigerators
Safes . , . . . . . .

Sil verwar~ . . , , . .
Spring Beds and Bedding .
Street Cars . . . . . .
Tables and Chairs
Table Linens, Towels, etc.
·wardrobes . . . . . .

T

,

Fuller & Holtzer, Boston.
Brunswick-Balke Callender Co., New York.
0. Sheldon & Co., Boston.
Kendall & Roberts, Boston.
Brunswick-Balke Collender Co., New Yor!<
W. & J . Sloane, New York.
Nelson, Matter, & Co., New York.
George H. Walker & Co., Boston.
Abram French & Co., Boston.
John Robbins, Boston.
Otis Brothers & Co., New York.
Knowles Steam Pump Works, Boston.
Vosburgh Manufacturing Co., New York.
Gilbert & Barker M'fg. Co., New York.
Empire Laundry Machinery Co., Boston ..
Bradley & Currier Co., New York.
Radley & Greenough, New York.
Shaw, Aplin, & Co., Boston.
Steinway, New York.
George F. Roach & Co., Boston.
Myers Sanitary Depot, New York.
Rand Avery Company, Boston.
Duparquet & Huot, New York.
Baldwin l\fanufacturing Co., New York.
Herring & Co., i\ew York.
Reed & Barton, New York.
C. P. Rogers & Co, New York.
John Stevenson Co., New York.
Philip Strobel & Sons, New York.
J. l\lcCutcheon & Co., New York.
John D. Chollar, \\'orcester, Mass.

HE followin~ long-es:ablished houses, from. whom THE SEMINOLE supplies an
purchased, 1s a rnffic1ent guaranty of the quahty used: -

Bulter and Cheese . . .
Groceries, Wines, etc. . .
Hams, Tongues, and Lard
l\leats . . . . . .
t\Jilk (Alderney Dairy).
Poultry, Gan}e, etc.
Produce .
Stationery . . . .
Tobacco and Cigars .
42

New York Creameries.
Park & Tilford, New York.
A. Lester Heyer, ~ew York.
Beinecke, New York.
Adams & Smith, Jacksonville.
Knapp & Van Nostrand, New York,_
l\I. O'Brien & Son, New York.
Samuel Hobbs & Co., Boston.
Estabrook & Eaton, Boston.
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TIS PASSENGER AND FREI<;;,:HT ELEVATORS.
A specialty for a quarter of a century, for Hotels, Office Buildings, Stores, \Vare-

nouses, Factories, Mines, Blast-Fumaces, etc.
OTIS BROTHERS & CO.,
New York, Boston, Philadelphia, San Francisco. ·
American Elevator Company, London and Paris.

N

J.

ELSON, MATTER, & CO.,
Manufacturers of FURNITURE, Warerooms 22, 24, and 26 Howard Street,
NEW YORK.
W. Wheelock, l\Ianager.
Factory, Grand Rapids, J\lich.
Chicago \Varerooms, 267 and 269 Wabash Avenue.

HILIP STROBEL & SONS,

P

Est::iblishecl 1852.
J\lanufacturers of Tables and Chairs for Hotels, Restaurants, Cafes, and Club-Houses,
Oyster, Dining, \Vine, and Lager Beer Saloons.
\VAREROOMS,

FACTORY,

53 and 55 Elizabeth Street,

.
W

49, 51, 53, and 55 Elizabeth Street,
NEW \'ORK.

• &].SLOANE,
Artistic Carpetings; Novelties in Axminster, \Vilton, ;:vioquette, and Brussels;

Ancient and l\Iodern Orienta! Rugs.
Also a choice ~tock of Upholstery Goods, embracing
Silk Damasks,

Lace Curtains,
Tapestries,

BROADWAY,

Jute Velours,
Cretonnes, etc.

Plushes,
18TI-1 AND 19TH

NEW YORK.

STREETS,

Eusinsss Announcsmsnts,
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THE

BRUNSWICK-BALKE COLLENDER

co.

Manufacturers of Billiard and Pool Tables, Office, Saloon, and Bar Fi.xtures, Bee,
Coolers, etc.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO.

CINCINNATI.

EsTABLISHEU 30 YEARS.

C

HAS. P. ROGERS & CO.,
246 and 248 Sixth Avenue, Corner Sixteenth Street,

NEW YORK CITY,

J\lanufacturer; or Fine Bedding, Spring Beds, etc., Brass and Iron Bedsteads.
Furnishing a specialty,

Hotel

l nstltutions, etc., supplied.

DUPARQUET & HUOT,
Manufacturers of
French Cooking Ranges and Boilers, for Hotels, Steamboats, Families, and Restaurants.
Also Copper, Tin, and Cast-Iron Utensils.
NEW YORK.

43 and 45 \Vooster Street,

T

HE BRADLEY & CURRIER COMPANY, Ll;\IlTED.
Fine \Vood Mantels; also a large variety of Slate Mantels, Doors, Windows, Blinds,

Mouldings, etc.
Our Mantels are made from all the fashionable woods, of thoroughly kiln-dried and
carefully selected stock.

Our finish is the best.

Over

200

of our newest and most artistic

designs completely fitted with Grates, Brass Open Fires, Tiles, etc., exhibited in our showrooms. In buying of the 111a1t1ifncturer, one profit only is paid by tlu purchnser. An
invitation of inspection is cordially extended to all, both visitors and buyers.
Correspondence solicited.

Corner Hudson and Spring Streets,

NEW YORK.

Ann □ uncsmsnts,
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ILBERT & BARKER MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

G

" THE SEMINOLE" is lighted by a 500-light Springfield Gas Machine,
Office, No. 75 Maiden Lane,
NEW YORK CITY.

REED

& BARTON,

Fine Electro Plate.
37 Union Square, NEW YORK.
Manufaclory, Taunton, Mass.

A SPECIAL TY !

J

AMES l\IcCUTCHEON & CO.

Make a specialty of LINEN GOODS, and keep in stock a complete assortment of
every thing in that line for the furnishing of Hotels, Steamships, Railroads, Families, and
lndividuals.

If you want any thing in their line, call, or send for a Price List.
"THE LINEN STORE,"

Established 35 years.

64 West Twenty-third Street, NEW YORK.

MPJRE LAUNDRY MACHINERY COMPANY.

E

Incorporated (Mass.) 1883.

Manufacturers and Deale•s in Laundry Machinery for Hotels, Institutions, Laundry
and Family use.
1

Pemberton Square, Boston.
12

Cortlandt Street, New York.
235 Dearborn Street, Chicago.
H. S. PORTER, Manager.

Eusinsss Announcsmsnts,

BRAM FRENCH & CO.,

A

Importers of Crockery, China, and Glass \Vare, Silver-Plated \Vare, Lamps,

, Chandeliers, &c.
89, 91, and 93 Franklin Street, Corner Devonshire,
BOSTON, Mass.

ETH W. FULLER & HOLTZER,

,

S

.

Manufacturers and Fitters of

Electric Annunciators, Bells, Burglar Alarms, Gas-Lighting, Door-Openers.

All kinds of

Bell-Hanging and Speaking Tubes.
27 Arch Street,

BOSTON.

OTEL CHECKS AND BADGES.

H

JOHN ROBBINS is the pioneer Manufacturer of Hotel Checks, Badges, and
, Door Numbers and Plates in the United States. Established in 1845. Checks of every
, description, Badges, Door-Number Plates, Name Plates for Doors, Key Racks, Room
· Boards, Letter Box Plates, Dining, Cafe, and Bar Checks in Brass, Nickel, and Silver
1Plate.

Office, 58 Kneeland Street, DOSTON, Mass.
DWIGHT C. ROBBINS, :Manager.

PARK
·

&

TILFORD,

917 and 919 Broadway, corner Twenty-first Street,

u8,

120,

and

r22

Sixth Avenue, near Ninth Street,

789 and 791 Fifth Avenue,

s and 7 East Fifty-ninth Street,

656, 658, and 66o Sixth Avenue, corner Thirty-eighth SLreet,
39 Rue de Chateaudun, PARIS.

NEW YORK.

Business
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LESTER HEYER,

A.

Curer, Smoker, and Packer of the Pequot fine sugar-cured provis10ns, perfectly
pure leaf lard.
629 Third Avenue, between 40th and 41st Streets,
Retail, Central l\larket, Broadway and 48th Street,
NEW YORK.
Telephone 452, 3-~th Street.

NAPP & VAN NOSTRAND,

K

Poultry, Game, Butter, :rnd Eggs.
208 and

216

Wa5hington Street,

NEW YORK.

H.

w.

D. R.

KNAPP.

VAN ~OSTRAND.

TATIONERY AND PRINTING.

S

Blank Books, WTitiug Materials, Printing and Lithographing, Cash Boxes, Copying
'Presses, Figuring Pads, Letter Files, Pins, Rulers, Rubber Stamps, Rubber Bamls,
Sealing Wax, Seal Presses, Stylographic Pens, Thumb Tacks, Toilet Paper, Twine, Ther.
mometers, Waste Baskets, Card Racks, Bili" Heads, Cards, Note and Letter Heads.
<::irculars, Ledgers, Journals, Cash Books.
SA'.\tUEL HOBBS & CO,
J6g Devonshire, and 30 and 32 Arch Street, BOSTON, l\la~s.

Jos. HESDORFER.

C. f.

So:rnERN.

EINECKE & CO.

B

'Butchers.,

Hotels, Restaurants, Steamers, and Sailing Vessels suppljed. Packers of Mess Beef and

Canners of the Gotham Brand of Preserved Meats.
Nos. 196 and 198 Fulton Stret>t,
NEW YORK.

Eusirrnss
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STABROOK & EATON,

E

Importers of Lhe following Popular Brands of CIGARS: Cloth of Gold, La Brun~-

wick, El Picarillo, La Lob, H, Upmann, El Liberador, La Albertus, Crema de Cuba,
La Espanola, Eloisa, Enriquita, Gitana, La Elks, La Rockingham.
222

and

224

Washington Street,

BOST0:-1.

O'BRIEN & so::,.,r,

M.

WHOLESALE PRODUCE DEALERS,
209 WASHl:-.!GTQ::,.,r STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

EO. H. WALKER & CO.,

G

Art Publishers and Lithographers, Engravers and Steam Printers,

Studios,

160

Tremont Street, opposite Boston Common,

BOSTON, MASS.

CHARLES

\VJLLOUGlll.lV AD!\;\IS.

E.

SMITH.

DAMS & SMITH,

A

Dealers in
Northern Meats, Poultry, Game, etc.,

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

Stall No. 8, City Market,
Hotel supplies a ;,pecialty.

Also proprietors of the Alderney Dairy, No. 31 Newman Street.
Telephone 48.

P.O. box,

742.
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HOTEL

KAATERSKJLL
Catskill 1Jfo1mtm"ns, ~'~ Y.

.RAILROAD ROUTE DIRECT TO HOTEL

W. F. PAIGE

Manager.
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